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Abstrat
This thesis deals with the study and development of innovative tehniques for the
synthesis of antennas able to fulll the tight requirements of modern wireless om-
muniation systems. By exploiting the advantages given bu the use of geometries
based on spline and fratal shapes, the aim of the proposed synthesis tehniques is
the design of small Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and multi-band antennas. The syn-
thesis of UWB antennas is arried out by means of two dierent approahes whih
onsider the antenna haraterization in the frequeny and in the time domain,
respetively. The antenna struture is based on a spline representation whih
allows the desription of omplex ontour by means of a limited set of ontrol
parameters. Regarding the synthesis of multi-band antennas, an approah based
on the perturbation of fratal geometries is proposed. The perturbation breaks
the xed relationships among resonanes typial of standard fratal geometries,
allowing the use of fratal antennas for pratial appliations. By exploiting the
knowledge aquired during the synthesis of UWB spline-shaped antennas, a pre-
liminary assessment of an approah for the design of multi-band antennas with
spline-based geometries is also reported. Finally, the integration of UWB an-
tennas in array layouts is addressed. Towards this end, rst a methodology for
the design of aperiodi UWB linear arrays populated by spline-shaped radiating
elements is proposed. Suessively, the design of an array of UWB elements for
imaging appliations is desribed. In order to assess the eetiveness as well as
the reliability of the proposed antenna synthesis approahes, both numerial and
experimental results are reported.
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Struture of the Thesis
The thesis is strutured in hapters aording to the organization detailed in
the following.
The rst Chapter deals with an introdution to the thesis, fousing on the
main motivations and on the subjet of this work.
Chapter 2 presents the antenna synthesis problem whih an be onveniently
formulated as an optimization problem.
In Chapter 3, an approah for the synthesis of spline-shaped UWB anten-
nas arried out in the frequeny domain is proposed. The eetiveness of the
approah is pointed out by the reported numerial and experimental results re-
garding the realization of dierent prototypes. The exibility of the proposed
approah in dealing with dierent projet requirements is demonstrated through
the synthesis of UWB antenna with frequeny nothed harateristis.
A time domain approah for the synthesis of UWB antennas whose geometry
is based on the spline representation is desribed in Chapter 4. The reported de-
sign examples demonstrate the apability of the proposed approah to synthesize
antennas fullling the time domain UWB requirements.
Chapter 5 deals with the synthesis of multi-band antennas. A approah
based on the analysis of the perturbation of fratal geometries is reported and
its eetiveness is validated by means of a representative result onerning the
realization of a three-band Sierpinski antenna. A preliminary assessment of an
approah for the synthesis of multi-band antennas with spline-based geometries
is also reported.
xv
A methodology for the design of UWB aperiodi linear array onstituted by
spline-shaped radiating elements is proposed in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 7, the realization of an array of UWB antennas suitable for imag-
ing appliations is desribed and disussed.
Conlusions and further developments are presented in Chapter 8.
xvi
Chapter 1
Introdution
Driven by the great expansion of teleommuniation setors suh as mobile tele-
phony or personal ommuniations, muh researh has been reently invested in
developing innovative antenna systems whih must meet dierent requirements
depending on the partiular appliation. Among all the possible attributes an an-
tenna should possess, the most highly desirable are the ultra-wideband (UWB)
and the multi-band behavior, depending if the antenna is intended for the trans-
mission of a large amount of data or for multi-servies appliations, respetively.
In addition, small dimensions and good radiation properties are also usually re-
quired. In this sense, the antenna system turns out to be a key omponent that
must be arefully designed in order not to ompromise the performanes of the
whole ommuniation system.
Dealing with many present ommuniation appliations that require the trans-
mission of a huge amount of information, UWB antennas are able to provide
high data rates by transmitting/reeiving very short time pulses. However, this
makes the synthesis as well as the analysis of UWB antennas very demanding
tasks, sine also the quality of the transmitted and the reeived signals must
be taken into aount [1℄. Usually, the haraterization of radiating systems is
arried out in the frequeny domain by analyzing some parameters suh as ef-
ieny, input impedane, gain, polarization properties and radiation patterns
[2℄. All these terms depend strongly on frequeny [3℄. Dealing with narrowband
systems, suh parameters an be analyzed at the enter frequeny, providing a
omprehensive desription of the system. When UWB systems are onsidered,
antenna parameters an be expressed as a funtion of frequeny, or they an be
properly translated in the time domain.
Several antennas operating over ultra-wide frequeny ranges have been pro-
posed over the last years. Their designs are usually based on the optimization
of the geometrial desriptors of referene shapes. These tehniques allow the
desription of the geometrial harateristis of the antenna in a simple and
eetive way, however, they lak exibility in generating dierent antenna on-
gurations whih is usually required for designing antennas that fulll diult
requirements. An alternative and muh more exible approah is to represent
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the antenna geometry with spline urves. The spline representation allows the
denition of omplex urvilinear shapes whih are desribed by a small set of
ontrol points.
Conerning multi-band antennas, in the last years, several antenna designs
have been proposed. Promising solutions are ertainly represented by the so-
alled fratal antennas. Fratal antennas are radiating systems that employ
fratal rather than Eulidean geometri onepts in their design. The term fra-
tal was originally oined by Mandelbrot [4℄ to name a family of omplex shapes
that are self-similar, that is, they are omposed by many opies of themselves
at dierent sales. In other words, it an be said that fratals have no hara-
teristi size [5℄. Suh a partiular property allows fratal antennas to defy the
strong relationship between the behavior of the antenna and its size relative to
the operating frequeny, whih has represented for deades a tight onstraint to
the antenna designer. Moreover, the reursive methodologies usually involved
in the generation of the fratal geometries result in the possibility to enlose
an innitely long urve in a nite area. By an engineering perspetive, this
means the possibility to add more eletrial length in less volume. Thanks to
suh unique properties, fratal-shaped antennas have reently demonstrated to
be good andidates for both miniaturization and multi-band purposes.
This thesis deals with the study and the development of innovative teh-
niques for the synthesis of radiating systems able to t the tight requirements
needed by modern wireless ommuniation appliations. The underlying idea of
these tehniques is the exploitation of the advantages given by spline and fratal
geometries to design small UWB and multi-band antennas.
Regarding UWB antennas, their synthesis is rst arried out by means of
an optimization strategy in whih the desription of the antenna geometry is
based on the spline representation. As ommonly adopted, the haraterization
of the antenna is arried out in the frequeny domain. Nevertheless, the antenna
is the result of a full approah aimed at mathing all the UWB speiations
inluding not only the impedane bandwidth but also the need to orretly re-
eive the transmitted UWB pulse waveform. The eetiveness of the approah is
demonstrated by the reported numerial and experimental results regarding the
realization of dierent prototypes. Driven by the reent onern about the inter-
ferene between UWB systems and other ommuniation standards, the synthesis
of a UWB antenna exhibiting a frequeny nothed behavior is also reported.
However, two main drawbaks aet an approah based on the antenna fre-
queny domain haraterization. First, even if the antenna eletrial parameters
an be expressed as a funtion of frequeny, they would lose their usefulness as
ompat desriptions of the antenna's behavior [6℄. Seondly, a frequeny-by-
frequeny analysis would be partiular ineient for very large bandwidths in
terms of required time and omputational resoures. Therefore, it seems to be
more natural to analyze UWB radiating systems in the time domain, where all
the frequenies are treated together. Aordingly, the development of a fully time
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domain approah for the synthesis of UWB radiating systems is then proposed.
Towards this end, the requirements typial of an UWB ommuniation system
are onveniently translated in the time domain by dening a set of suitable time
domain denitions of lassial antenna parameters. More in detail, three main
requirements are identied. The former is that the antenna should be able to
radiate as muh energy as possible. Suh a onstraint is more important in UWB
systems than in narrowband ones beause of the very low energy usually har-
aterizing the UWB transmitted waveforms. Seondly, the whole UWB system,
onstituted by a pair of antennas, is onsidered in order to guarantee the non-
distorted reeption of the transmitted signal. In other words, the UWB system
is required to be a distortionless system. Finally, as usually required in om-
muniation appliations, the antennas should present omnidiretional radiation
patterns over all the frequenies. On the basis of this time domain analysis,
an automati approah for the synthesis of spline-shaped antennas is proposed.
Suh an approah provides a high number of degrees of freedom in generating
antenna shapes ontrolled by a limited number of geometri variables.
Regarding multi-band antennas, the rst step is aimed at arefully analyzing
the eets of geometrial perturbations on the performanes of dierent fratal
antennas. As rst examples, the Koh and the Sierpinski antennas are onsid-
ered. The Koh antenna an be generated from the Koh urve by iteratively
applying the Huthinson operator. Suh antenna has been one of the rst to be
thought as a possible simple multi-band antenna and it is an eetive example to
illustrate that fratals an improve some features of ommon Eulidean shapes.
The arising antenna geometry is haraterized by a highly rough and uneven
shape, thus suggesting it an beome an eient radiator. On the other hand,
the Sierpinski antenna an be obtained by means of an iterative proedure start-
ing from a main triangle shape. At the rst iteration, a entral inverted triangle
is subtrated from the main triangle shape. This generates other three equal tri-
angles, eah one having one half of the size of the original one. The ideal fratal
Sierpinski gasket is obtained by iteratively performing suh a subtrating proe-
dure an innite number of times. The result is, as many other fratal shapes, a
self-similar struture, i.e., an objet omposed by many saled replias of itself.
The study of the variations of the geometri parameters of the dierent fratal an-
tennas is devoted to dene some a-priori rules for the synthesis proess. Towards
this end, a set of desriptive parameters whih ontrol the antenna struture at
hand are dened and the ahievable antenna performanes are studied by means
of numerial simulations. Suh an analysis provides useful information for the
denition of analyti relationships for the behavior of the resonant frequenies.
However, sine only an exhaustive searh for all the possible ombinations of the
antenna desriptors would provide an analyti synthesis tool, the analysis is de-
voted to obtain a suitable initialization for global optimization proedures. This
approah allows the identiation of the best set of antenna geometri parame-
ters without the need for exessive time and omputational resoures. The result
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is an automati proedure for the synthesis of multi-band antennas haraterized
by perturbed fratal geometries. By exploiting the knowledge aquired during
the synthesis of UWB antennas, a preliminary assessment of an approah for the
synthesis of spline-shaped multi-band antennas is also reported.
The underlying global optimization required for the synthesis of both fratal
and spline-shaped antennas is faed by means of a PSO-based proedure. PSO
is a stohasti evolutionary algorithm based on the movement and intelligene
of the swarms, and it has widely demonstrated its eetiveness in optimizing
diult multidimensional problems even in the eletromagneti eld.
Finally, the integration of UWB antennas into array layouts is disussed.
More speially, rst a methodology for the design of aperiodi linear arrays
onstituted by spline-shaped radiating elements is proposed. A good impedane
mathing over an extended bandwidth is a neessary requirement for antennas
that must be used as elements of a UWB array, however, maintaining low ross-
polarized radiation over the operating bandwidth is also an important fator
deserving for onsideration. Indeed, it is not unommon for UWB antennas to de-
velop several lobes in the radiation pattern and possess inreased ross-polarized
radiation at their upper range of operating frequenies. Consequently, proper
attention is paid during the synthesis proess in order to minimize suh unde-
sirable behavior that would degrade the performanes of the entire UWB array.
Suessively, the design of an array of UWB elements for imaging appliations
is proposed. The design proess onsists of two steps. First a UWB monopole
antenna is synthesised to be employed as the element of the array. Consequently,
spei onstraints are imposed on the eletrial and physial harateristis of
the antenna. Suessively, multiple opies of the synthesised element are prop-
erly arranged on the walls of a ubi dieletri hamber in order to obtain an
array fullling the requirements needed by imaging appliations.
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Chapter 2
The Antenna Synthesis Problem
The antenna synthesis problem is based on three main ideas (Fig. 2.1). The
rst one is the use of a smart representation of the antenna geometry that allows
the desription of the antenna with a limited set of parameters, but that also
must be very exible in dening dierent antenna shapes. The seond one is
the utilization of an optimization proedure able to leverly explore the solution
spae in order to identify the best antenna shape, i.e., an antenna tting all the
projet requirements. The last one is the denition of a ustomized ost funtion
taking into aount all the projet requirements and used by the optimization
proedure as an index of the goodness of the solutions.
In this hapter, the fous is on the optimization proedure, while the other
two bloks (the ost funtion and the geometry representation) will be deeply
disussed for eah one of the antenna synthesis approahes proposed in the next
hapters.
In optimization problems, there exist dierent solutions whih have dierent
degrees of satisfation with respet to the projet requirement. The degree of
satisfation is measured through a funtion, usually alled ost funtion, whih is
representative of the problem at hand. Mathematially speaking, the funtional
representing the problem has many loal minima. The goal of optimization is
the identiation of the optimal solution, i.e. of the global minimum.
Optimization strategies an be lassied in two big lasses: the Loal Searh
Tehniques and the Global Searh Tehniques. In order to ahieve the global
minimum of the problem by means of a loal searh algorithm, it is mandatory
to hoose an initialization point belonging to the attration basin of the global
minimum. This means that, although eetive in terms of onvergene speed,
these algorithms require a-priori information for the seletion of the initialization
point. Dierently, global searh algorithms are haraterized by the so-alled hill-
limbing behavior, meaning that if they are trapped within the attration basin
of a loal minimum, they are able to limb the hill and jump within the
solution spae to reah the global minimum.
Sine the type and the number of unknowns to be determined an vary among
the optimization problems, the seletion of the proper optimization algorithm is
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Figure 2.1: Main ideas of the antenna synthesis problem.
a key issue and a general rule for this hoie does not exist. Aording to the no
free lunh theorems [7℄, the average performane of any pair of algorithms aross
all possible problems is idential. This implies that if an algorithm performs
better than random searh on some lass of problems, then it must perform
worse than random searh on the remaining problems. Roughly speaking, it
means that the hoie of the optimization algorithms depends on the problem at
hand.
From a pratial point of view, the main features neessary for an optimiza-
tion algorithm are the ability to deal with omplex funtionals or ost funtions,
the simpliity of use, a limited number of ontrol parameters, good onvergene
properties and the exploitation of the parallelism oered by modern PC lusters.
In this sense, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) seem to be good andidates. They
have been applied to a huge variety of problems in dierent and very heteroge-
neous elds ranging from engineering to eonomis, up to business and natural
siene.
In antenna synthesis problem, two evolutionary algorithms are the most om-
monly used: the Geneti Algorithm (GA) and the Partile Swarm Optimizer
(PSO). Geneti algorithms have been proposed by John Holland in 1975. They
basially imitate the onepts of natural seletion and evolution, and therefore
they are based on the ompetition among the agents to nd the optimal solution.
Dierently from Gas, the PSO is based on the onept of soial interation and
ooperation. As a matter of fat, it has been developed taking inspiration from
the study of the behavior in the motion of swarms of bees, oks of birds and
shools of shes.
When dealing with the synthesis of antennas the use of PSO demonstrated to
6
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Figure 2.2: PSO-based automati proedure for the synthesis of an antenna.
be more attrative than GA. As a matter of fat, PSO is easier to implement with
respet to the GA, it easier to alibrate sine it has fewer ontrol parameters, it
is able to prevent the stagnation sine it is based on ooperation instead of om-
petition, and nally, it is partiularly eient in dealing with the optimization of
ontinuous variables, as usually happens for the antenna optimization problem.
Without entering into the detail, PSO is based on the behavior of the swarms
of bees. The bees explore the spae surrounding the nest looking for the regions
with more owers to ollet more pollen as possible. The movement of eah bee
is based on the ombination of three fators: 1) the knowledge of the plae with
the largest amount of pollen enountered by the bee itself, the knowledge of the
plae with the largest amount of pollen enountered by the whole swarm and
nally the uriosity of the bee to move towards unexplored plaes. Analogously,
the exploration of the solution spae by the PSO agents is based on the same
three fators (for a more detailed explanation of PSO please refer to [8℄).
In order to build an automati proess for the synthesis of an antenna (Fig.
2.2), the PSO optimization proedure is integrated with an antenna geometry
generator (AGG) and a method to analyze the performanes of the solutions.
The AGG must be able to model a wide number of trial antenna strutures
A as a funtion of a small set of optimization variables ξ. Starting from the
requirements and the onstraints of the antenna that must be designed, the
unknown representative desriptors are tuned through an iterative proedure
aimed at minimizing a suitable ost funtion Ω (A) whih ats as an index of the
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goodness of the solution, i.e.,
ξ̂ = argmin
ξ
{Ω (ξ)} . (2.1)
The nal result is the identiation of an optimal antenna geometry Â = AGG
{
ξ̂
}
,
i.e., an antenna satisfying all the projet requirements.
More in detail, a set of initial solutions ξ
{k}
r ; r = 1, ..., R; k = 1, ..., K (r
and k being the trial index and the iteration index, respetively) is randomly
generated. The eletri parameters of eah trial antenna are omputed by means
of an eletromagneti simulator in order to evaluate its fullling Ω
(k)
p = Ω
(
ξ
(k)
p
)
with the projet speiations. At eah iteration k of the minimization proess,
eah PSO partile moves loser to its own best position found so far
ζ (k)r = arg min
k=1,...,K
{
Ω
(
ξ{k}r
)}
(2.2)
(indiated as personal best position) as well as towards the best position enoun-
tered by the entire swarm,
ς(k) = arg min
r=1,...,R
{
Ω
(
ζ (k)r
)}
(2.3)
(referred to as global best position) [8℄ aording to the rules of evolution of the
PSO [9℄. The proess stops whether k = K or k = kconv when Ω
[
AGG
(
ς(k)
)]
≤
ηconv, ηconv being a user-dened threshold. Then, ξ̂ = ς
(k)
and Â = AGG
(
ς(k)
)
.
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Chapter 3
Frequeny Domain Synthesis of
UWB Antennas
Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a term ommonly used to desribe a wireless tehnol-
ogy where very short low-power time pulses, whih oupy a very large frequeny
bandwidth, are transmitted/reeived. Suh a ommuniation tehnique allows
high transmission data-rates, multipath immunity, low probability of interept,
low power onsumption, and good time domain resolution allowing for loal-
ization and traking appliation [10℄. Moreover, it enables the possibility for a
single system to simultaneously operate in dierent ways (e.g., as a ommuni-
ation devie, a loator or a radar) [11℄. Sine the US Federal Communiation
Commission (FCC ) revision on UWB transmissions in 2002 [12℄ and the Ele-
troni Communiations Committee (ECC ) deision in Europe about the use of
UWB tehnologies [13℄, the design of UWB systems has drawn a onsiderable
attention beoming a key topi in the framework of wireless ommuniations.
As far as the radiating sub-system is onerned, unlike onventional narrow-
band systems where modulated sinusoidal waveforms oupy small portions of
the frequeny spetrum, the assumption of a uniform behavior of the antenna
is no longer reliable when dealing with UWB frequeny bandwidths and the
distortion of the transmitted time-domain pulses should be taken into aount
and arefully prevented. Consequently, UWB antennas turn out to be ritial
omponents of the whole system and their eletrial parameters need an au-
rate optimization in a wide range of frequenies to minimize/redue the signal
distortions [?℄. In order to properly address suh an issue, suitable tehniques
are neessary sine a standard synthesis proess aimed at determining lassial
frequeny-domain parameters of both the transmitting antenna and the reeiv-
ing one (e.g., gain, radiation patterns, reetion oeients, and polarization)
is not enough to ensure the distortionless of the UWB system and the orret
transmission/reeption of time-domain pulses. More speially, the design of
an UWB antenna requires ustomized synthesis tehniques to satisfy the UWB
requirements [14℄ as well as proper analysis tools for an aurate desription of
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the antenna behaviors in the time domain [15℄.
Generally speaking, two main methodologies for the antenna design an be
usually reognized. The former, indiated as parametri approah, onsiders a
referene shape dened by a xed number of geometri desriptors to be opti-
mized to satisfy the projet guidelines. In suh a framework, dierent examples of
UWB antennas have been studied starting from simple shapes as triangular [16℄,
irular dis [17℄, annular ring [18℄, retangular struture [19℄, diamond [20℄[21℄,
and bow-tie [22℄. On the other hand, the so-alled building-blok approah syn-
thesizes the antenna geometry through a suitable ombination of elementary
building-bloks as shown in [23℄ and [24℄.
In this hapter, by exploiting the best features of both approahes, an in-
novative UWB antenna synthesis method is arefully desribed and analyzed.
In order to design UWB antennas that meet the user needs, both the simpli-
ity in desribing some geometrial harateristis (e.g., the feedline extension,
the groundplane, and substrate dimensions) of the parametri approah and
the exibility of a mother struture-based method are neessary to allow a fast
and eetive synthesis proedure. Moreover, there is the need to integrate the
synthesis tehnique with an analysis method aimed at evaluating not only the
impedane bandwidth and radiation properties but also taking into aount the
eets of the propagation hannel on the UWB system. Towards this end, both
the transmitting antenna and the reeiving one are onsidered to simulate the
whole system.
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3.1 Spline-shaped Antenna Synthesis
The UWB antenna synthesis problem is formulated in terms of an optimization
problem where a set of unknown representative desriptors are tuned through an
iterative proess aimed at tting suitable requirements/onstraints on the ele-
trial behavior in the UWB bandwidth [12℄[13℄. Towards this end, a spline-based
[25℄ shape generator and a PSO proedure [8℄ are used to dene the onvergent
suession of trial solutions. By using a set of ontrol points and geometrial
desriptors to ode the antenna shape representation, a set of trial geometries
is evaluated at eah iteration and updated through the PSO strategy until a
suitable mathing between estimated and required speiations is obtained. As
far as the eletrial behavior of eah trial shape is onerned, a MoM -based [26℄
eletromagneti simulator, developed at the ELEtromagneti DIAgnosti Lab-
oratory (ELEDIA) of the University of Trento and implemented following the
guidelines in [27℄ and [28℄, is used to simulate both the transmitting antenna
and the reeiving one (assumed of idential shapes) as well as the propagation
hannel.
The rst issue, addressed in dealing with UWB antenna synthesis, is on-
erned with a suitable and exible representation of the antenna shape. To this
end, there is the need to provide an antenna geometry generator (AGG) able to
model a wide set of planar path strutures as a funtion of a small number of
optimization variables. Aordingly, a ombination of parametri desriptors
and spline urves [25℄ (assumed as building bloks) seems to be a good solu-
tion. In partiular, some antenna features are expressed in terms of the values of
geometrial parameters in xed ranges. In partiular, the feedline is assumed of
retangular shape as well as both the groundplane and the substrate (Fig. 3.1).
Those parts are fully determined by xing their extensions (i.e., their lengths and
widths). The desription of the antenna geometry is ompleted by a spline-based
representation aimed at oding omplex ontours by means of a limited set of
ontrol points.
By assuming a symmetry with respet to the y−z plane, only one half of the
physial struture of the antenna has to be modeled. Let
{ϕl; l = 1, ..., L; L = 4} (3.1)
be the set of parametri desriptors. More speially, ϕ1 is the substrate length,
ϕ2 is one half of the substrate width, ϕ3 is one half of the feed-line width, and
ϕ4 is the length of the groundplane. Moreover, ϕ
(min)
l ≤ ϕl ≤ ϕ
(max)
l , ϕ
(min)
l and
ϕ
(max)
l being xed onstants that dene the range of admissible variation of the
l-th desriptor.
As for the remaining part of the antenna geometry, the spline urve used to
model the path ontour is a ubi B-spline urve whose shape is determined by
the positions of a set of N ontrol points Pn = (xn, yn), n = 1, ..., N . Conse-
quently, the path perimeter turns out to be smooth sine its seond derivative is
11
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Figure 3.1: Desriptive parameters of the spline-based antenna representation.
ontinuous whereas its third derivative is pieewise ontinuous. Mathematially,
suh a urve an be desribed as a funtion ∆(t) = {x (t) , y (t)} of the urvi-
linear oordinate t. More in detail, ∆(t) is onstituted by N urve segments
δn; n = 1, ..., N suh that
∆(t) =
N∑
n=1
δn (t− n) . (3.2)
By denition, the urve segments have a ompat support domain. In partiular,
the generi segment δn (t− n) is nonzero only for (t− n) ∈ [0, 1], so that ∆(t) =
δn (t− n) when n ≤ t ≤ n + 1. Moreover, by dening τ = t − n, eah urve
segment cn (τ) is a linear ombination
cn (τ) = Pn−1Q0 (τ) + PnQ1 (τ) + Pn+1Q2 (τ) + Pn+2Q3 (τ) (3.3)
of four ubi polynomials Q0 (τ), Q1 (τ), Q2 (τ), and Q3 (τ) dened as
Q0 (τ) =
1
6
(1− τ)3
Q1 (τ) =
1
2
τ 3 − τ 2 +
2
3
Q2 (τ) = −
1
2
τ 3 +
1
2
τ 2 +
1
2
τ +
1
6
(3.4)
Q3 (τ) =
1
6
τ 3
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Figure 3.2: Optimization Proess Analysis - Evolution of the antenna shape: (a)
k = 0, (b) k = 10, () k = 19, and (d) k = kconv = 28.
in the domain τ ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, the onstraints P1 = P2 and PN+2 = PN+1 =
PN are imposed. In order to avoid the generation of unrealisti strutures, the
following onstraints are imposed, as well: x1 = ϕ3 and xN = 0.
Aording to suh a representation, a trial antenna shape A is the result of
the appliation of the operator AGG
A = AGG
(
ξ
)
(3.5)
where
ξ = {(xn, yn) , n = 1, ..., N ; ϕl; l = 1, ..., L}
= {ξj , j = 1, ..., J ; J = 2×N + L} (3.6)
odes the set of variables, to be optimized to fulll the UWB projet require-
ments, whih unequivoally identies the orresponding geometrial model of
A.
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Figure 3.3: Optimization Proess Analysis - Plot of (a) |s11|, (b) |s21|, () ∠s21,
and (d) τ versus the frequeny at dierent iterations of the optimization proess.
The seond step to be faed onsists in identifying a fast and reliable numer-
ial proedure to evaluate the eletri behavior of eah trial shape. Beause of
the very large frequeny band of operation of UWB systems and the transmis-
sion/reeption of short time pulses, a natural approah would onsider a time-
domain desription. However, from an experimental point-of-view, a frequeny
domain analysis ould be preferable beause of the higher ahievable measure-
ment auray [29℄. Taking into aount these onsiderations, a time domain
representation is initially adopted to dene the requirements of the transmitting-
reeiving antenna system. Then, these requirements are translated in the fre-
queny domain using the sattering parameters representation to deal with phys-
ial quantities experimentally-detetable in a straightforward and aurate way.
In order to have a distortionless behavior, the frequeny domain transfer funtion
H (i.e. the ratio between the voltages at the input and the output ports of the
Tx/Rx antenna system) should satisfy the following onstraints: (a) at ampli-
tude response and (b) phase response with a linear dependene on the frequeny
or, analogously, onstant group delay.
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One an eetive method to haraterize a trial shape of the UWB antenna
is available, there is the need to dene an evolution strategy able to guide the
synthesis proess to a nal design that fully satises the projet guidelines and
onstraints dened by the user. To this end, let us reformulate the synthesis
problem as an optimization one where a suitable ost funtion Ω (A) is minimized
aording to a PSO-based strategy
Â = argmin
A
{Ω (A)} (3.7)
to determine the nal shape Â = AGG
(
ξ̂
)
of the UWB antenna.
In general, evolutionary algorithms use the onept of tness to represent
how well a partiular solution omply with the design objetive. The degree of
tness to the problem at hand of eah trial solution is equal to the orresponding
value of the ost funtion. Sine the design objetive is to synthesize a UWB sys-
tem haraterized by good impedane mathing onditions and by distortionless
properties, the ost funtion Ω is aordingly dened.
Let f1 and f2 be the lowest and highest frequeny of the band of interest,
respetively. As far as the impedane mathing is onerned, the following on-
straint is imposed
|s11 (f)| ≤
∣∣∣s(d)11 (f)∣∣∣ f (min) ≤ f ≤ f (max) (3.8)
where the supersript 
(d)
 denotes the target value of the design speiation.
Moreover, by assuming that (3.8) holds true and that H ≃ s21, the onditions
for a distortionless system an be reformulated in terms of: 1) a onstraint on
the magnitude of s21 [Condition (a) - Flat amplitude response℄
△ |s21| ≤ △
(d) |s21| (3.9)
where
△ |s21| , max
f(min)≤f≤f(max)
{|s21 (f)|} − min
f(min)≤f≤f(max)
{|s21 (f)|} (3.10)
and 2) another onstraint on the group delay [Condition (b) - Constant group
delay℄
△τ ≤ △(d)τ (3.11)
where
△τ = max
f(min)≤f≤f(max)
{τ (f)} − min
f(min)≤f≤f(max)
{τ (f)} (3.12)
and
τ (f) = −
1
2π
d
df
{∠s21 (f)} . (3.13)
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Starting from these onditions on the sattering parameters, the ost funtion,
whih maps the design speiations into a tness index, is dened as follows
Ω (A) =
∫ f(max)
f(min)
Ω11 (A)H{Ω11 (A)}
+ Ω21 (A)H{Ω21 (A)} (3.14)
+ ΩGD (A)H{ΩGD (A)}
where
Ω11 (A) =
|s11 (f)| −
∣∣∣s(d)11 (f)∣∣∣∣∣∣s(d)11 (f)∣∣∣ (3.15)
Ω21 (A) =
△ |s21| − △
(d) |s21|
△(d) |s21|
(3.16)
ΩGD (A) =
△τ −△(d)τ
△(d)τ
(3.17)
H being the Heaviside funtion
H{Ω} =
{
1 Ω ≥ 0
0 Ω < 0
. (3.18)
3.2 Numerial and Experimental Validation
In this setion, a seleted set of numerial results from several experiments is
reported to show the behavior of the synthesis method as well as to assess its
reliability and eieny in tting the design requirements. More in detail, in
Set. 3.2.1 the optimization proess is arefully analysed, while in Sets. 3.2.2
and 3.2.3 two design examples regarding an UWB antenna for wireless dongle
devie and an antenna ompliant with the FCC released frequeny range are
reported, respetively. Finally, in Set. 3.2.4, the design of an UWB antenna with
rejetion properties in the WLAN frequeny range is reported as a preliminary
assessment on the use of the proposed method for the synthesis of band-nothed
UWB antennas. Towards this end, the antenna geometry as well as the projet
requirements used in the synthesis proess are aordingly modied.
For the experimental validation, several antenna prototypes have been built
aording to the results from the numerial simulations by means of a photo-
lithographi printing iruit tehnology and onsidering an Arlon substrate (εr =
3.38) of thikness 0.78mm as dieletri support. Conerning the measurements,
eah prototype has been fed with a oaxial line, equipped with a SMA onnetor,
16
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Figure 3.4: Optimization Proess Analysis - Parametri approah - Desriptive
parameters for the irular monopole referene geometry.
onneted at the input port (Fig. 3.1). Moreover, a Vetor Network Analyzer
has been used to ollet the data in a non-ontrolled environment and the mea-
surements of the parameter s21 have been performed by onsidering a distane
of d = 15 cm between two idential (Tx/Rx) antenna prototypes [30℄. Beause of
the operating frequenies of UWB systems and the dimensions of the prototypes,
the antennas an be reasonably onsidered in the far eld region of eah other.
Whatever the test ase or experiment, if it is not speied, the projet
onstraints have been xed to
∣∣∣s(d)11 (f)∣∣∣ = −10 dB, △(d) |s21 (f)| = 6 dB, and
△(d)τ = 1nsec to guarantee suitable performanes of the synthesized UWB an-
tenna systems. As for the stohasti optimizer, a population of R = 7 partiles
has been used and the onvergene threshold has been xed to ηconv = 10
−3
with
the maximum number of iterations equal toK = 400. Moreover, the values of the
PSO ontrol parameters have been xed to C1 = C2 = 2.0 and w = 0.4. They
have been seleted aording to the suggestions given in the referene literature
where they have been found to provide good performane. For a more detailed
study of onvergene harateristis in orrespondene with dierent values of
these parameters, please refer to [31℄.
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Figure 3.5: Optimization Proess Analysis - Parametri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h - Evolution of
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3.2.1 Optimization Proess Analysis
The rst test ase is about the synthesis of an UWB antenna operating in the
range f (min) = 6GHz - f (max) = 9GHz and ompliant with the guidelines of
the Eletroni Communiations Committee (ECC) [13℄. Suh an experiment
is aimed at analyzing the behavior of the optimization proess both in terms
of onvergene and evolution of the antenna shape. Starting from a randomly
generated perimeter [k = 0 - Fig. 3.2(a)℄ haraterized by N = 4 ontrol points,
whih does not t at all the design objetives (Fig. 3.3) as onrmed by the value
of the ost funtion Ω (i.e., Ω
[
AGG
(
ς(0)
)]
∼= 5), the trial solution improves
until the onvergene onguration [Fig. 3.2(d)℄ is found. In order to point
out the main advantages of the proposed spline-based method over a parametri
optimization approah, the same problem (in terms of user requirements) has
been addressed by onsidering the referene irular geometry shown in Fig. 3.4.
The same PSO algorithm has been used to modify the unknown parameters ξ =
{(x1, y1) ; r; ϕl, l = 1, ..., 4}. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the evolution of the
trial geometry and the orresponding sattering values during the optimization
proess, respetively. As it an be notied, although the maximum number
of iterations (k = K) has been performed, the onvergene solution does not
t the whole set of projet requirements (△ |s21 (f)| > 6 dB). Conerning the
omputational issues, the plot of the ost funtion in orrespondene with the
parametri approah is ompared in Fig. 3.7 with that of the proposed approah.
Besides the wider set of possible solutions, the spline-based tehnique turns out
to be more eient in sampling the solution spae sine a better solution in
reahed in just kconv = 28 iterations.
Let us now analyze the dependene of the iterative proess on the dimension
of the solution spae. Sine the generation of the spline geometry stritly depends
on the number of ontrol points that also denes the dimension of the solution
spae, some simulations have been performed by varying N . As a general rule, a
small number of ontrol points would derease the dimension of the solution spae
allowing a faster searh, but at the ost of a redued apaity of representing
omplex ontours. On the ontrary, a larger number of ontrol points would
allow the desription of a wider set of geometries and of more omplex antenna
shapes, even though with a higher omputational burden and the need to enlarge
the dimension of the swarm to fully exploit the additional degrees of freedom. In
order to better understand the behavior of the optimization in orrespondene
with dierent values of N , let us onsider the following quality indexes
F11 =
1
∆f
∫ f(max)
f(min)
|ŝ11 (f)| df (3.19)
F21 =
1
∆f
∫ f(max)
f(min)
{
|ŝ21 (f)| − |s21 (f)|
|ŝ21 (f)|
}
df (3.20)
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Figure 3.6: Optimization Proess Analysis - Parametri Approa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the optimization pro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FGD =
1
∆f
∫ f(max)
f(min)
{
|τ̂ (f)| − |τ (f)|
|τ̂ (f)|
}
df (3.21)
where the supersript  ¯ indiates the mean value, over the frequeny band∆f =
f (max) − f (min), of the sattering parameters at the onvergene [ŝij = sij
(
Â
)
℄.
Figure 3.8 shows the values of the quality indexes versus N as well as the plot
of kconv. As expeted, the number of iterations needed to nd a onvergene
solution inreases with N sine the solution spae beomes larger. However, the
quality indexes do not proportionally improve and the optimal trade-o between
omputational osts and solution eieny turns out to be at N = 7 ontrol
points. In the following, this value will be assumed as referene.
3.2.2 UWB Antenna for Wireless Dongle Devies
The seond test ase deals with the synthesis of a planar UWB antenna that
operates in the frequeny range 3GHz 6 f 6 5GHz and to be integrated in
wireless USB dongle devies. The values of the antenna desriptors obtained by
the PSO-based optimization proedure are given in Tab. 3.1 and the prototype
of the antenna is shown in Fig. 3.9. The antenna has a miniaturized planar
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Figure 3.8: Optimization Proess Analysis - Behavior of the quality indexes F11,
F21, FGD and of kconv versus the number of ontrol points N .
struture of maximum extension equal to 39.2×19.2mm2 beause of the presene
of the ground plane shown in Figure 3.9(b). However, it should be notied that
suh a ground plane is ommon to the ground plane of the dongle PCB. Therefore,
the part of the dongle devie only onerned with the radiator turns out to be
limited to an area of 16.2× 19.2mm2.
In order to experimentally test the reliability and eieny of the synthe-
sized radiator in an UWB ommuniation system, a pair of antenna prototypes
has been built. Moreover, the reeiving and transmitting antennas have been
onneted to 50Ω rigid oaxial ables equipped with SMA onnetors. More in
detail, eah input oaxial able has been plaed orthogonally to the dieletri
substrate (i.e., to the planar struture of the antenna) and soldered aross the
gap between the input setion of the antenna (with width 2ϕ3) and the ground
plane. This arrangement has been veried to be suitable to minimize the ou-
pling eets with the antenna and also the ontributions to the pattern of the
able radiation. The measurements have been performed with a vetor network
analyzer in a real environment (i.e., a non-ontrolled measurement senario).
As shown in Fig. 3.10, both measured and simulated values of the |s11| pa-
rameter turn out to be ompliant with the projet onstraints. The dierenes
between the two plots are due to dierent auses: (a) the reetion ontributions
added by the non-ontrolled measurement environment, (b) the non-uniform val-
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UWB Dongle Antenna
Control Points Coordinates [mm℄
x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4
2.1 25.0 6.6 29.5 8.6 29.4 7.3 35.9
x5 y5 x6 y6 x7 y7
6.9 34.9 2.2 32.4 0.0 33.8
Geometri Variables [mm℄
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4
39.2 9.6 2.1 23.0
Table 3.1: UWB Dongle Antenna - Geometri desriptors of the synthesized
antenna.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: UWB Dongle Antenna - (a) Front view and (b) bak view of the
antenna prototype.
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Figure 3.10: UWB Dongle Antenna - Amplitude of s11 vs. frequeny.
ues of the dieletri properties of the substrate in the UWB bandwidth. Conern-
ing the s21 parameter, Figure 3.11 shows the plots of experimental and numerial
values of the amplitude, |s21|. As expeted, the maximum variations of the am-
plitudes of the mutual sattering oeient lie within the speiations (i.e.,
∆ |s21|sim = 5 dB, ∆ |s21|meas = 6 dB). For ompleteness, Figure 3.12 pitorially
desribes the behavior of the group delay τg (f) in the working band. As it an
be observed, the projet requirements are satised sine ∆ |τg|sim = 0.1nsec and
∆ |τg|meas = 0.5nsec and there is an aeptable mathing between numerial and
experimental results. However, some disrepanies an be observed beause of
both reetion ontributions in the measurement site and the dispersive behavior
of the dieletri substrate.
As far as the radiation properties of the UWB antenna are onerned, Fig-
ure 3.13 shows the normalized horizontal radiation patterns in orrespondene
with three dierent representative frequeny values within the band of operation
(f1 = 3.0GHz, f2 = 4.0GHz, and f3 = 5.0GHz). The radiation properties
of the antenna have been experimentally evaluated, as well. Figure 3.14 shows
the normalized measured horizontal radiation pattern. Whatever the operating
frequeny, the antenna presents an omnidiretional behavior. For ompleteness,
Figures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 give the normalized simulated and measured
vertial patterns at two orthogonal setions (i.e., φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦). From
these plots, a monopole-like behavior an be inferred. Suh a onlusion further
onrm the reliability and suitability of the designed antenna for mobile-like
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Figure 3.11: UWB Dongle Antenna - Amplitude of s21 vs. frequeny.
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Figure 3.12: UWB Dongle Antenna - Group delay τg vs. frequeny.
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Figure 3.13: UWB Dongle Antenna - Simulated H-plane radiation pattern.
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Figure 3.14: UWB Dongle Antenna - Measured H-plane radiation pattern.
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Figure 3.15: UWB Dongle Antenna - Simulated E-plane radiation pattern (φ =
0◦).
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Figure 3.16: UWB Dongle Antenna - Simulated E-plane radiation pattern (φ =
90◦).
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Figure 3.17: UWB Dongle Antenna - Measured E-plane radiation pattern (φ =
0◦).
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Figure 3.18: UWB Dongle Antenna - Measured E-plane radiation pattern (φ =
90◦).
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FCC Compliant Antenna
Control Points Coordinates [mm℄
x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4
4.8 19.1 6.9 22.0 8.0 25.6 5.1 35.4
x5 y5 x6 y6 x7 y7
5.2 26.1 4.3 23.4 0.0 23.9
Geometri Variables [mm℄
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4
40.4 12.1 4.8 14.5
Table 3.2: FCC Compliant Antenna - Geometri desriptors of the synthesized
antenna.
wireless dongle appliations.
3.2.3 FCC Compliant UWB Antenna
The next example is onerned with a more hallenging problem where a wider
frequeny band is required (i.e.,∆f = 5GHz, f (min) = 4GHZ f (max) = 9GHZ).
The desriptive parameters of the synthesized antenna are summarized in Tab.
3.2. The plots of numerial and measured values of the amplitude of s11 are
reported in Figure 3.19.
As it an be notied, besides a good agreement between measurements and
simulations, the synthesized solution ts the impedane mathing requirements.
In Figures 3.20 and 3.21, the omparison is onerned with the s21 parameter. As
expeted (from the simulations), the range of variation in the operating frequeny
band does not exeed 6 dB (see Fig. 3.20). Moreover, both simulated and
experimental values shown in Figure 3.21 assess the linear behavior of the phase
of s21. Beause of the relationship between the s21 phase and the group delay,
suh a phase trend implies a maximum variation of the group delay equal to
0.18nsec.
Finally, the ompliane of the radiation properties of the synthesized antenna
an be veried in Figures 3.22-3.24, where the plots of the radiation patterns in
the horizontal plane (see Fig. 3.22) and along two representative vertial planes
(Figs. 3.23 and 3.24) are shown.
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Figure 3.19: FCC Compliant Antenna - Comparison between simulated and
measured s11 amplitude values.
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Figure 3.20: FCC Compliant Antenna - Comparison between simulated and
measured s21 amplitude values.
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Figure 3.21: FCC Compliant Antenna - Comparison between simulated and
measured s21 amplitude values.
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Figure 3.22: FCC Compliant Antenna - Radiation patterns in the horizontal
plane.
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Figure 3.23: FCC Compliant Antenna - Radiation patterns in the φ = 0o vertial
plane.
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Figure 3.24: FCC Compliant Antenna - Radiation patterns in the φ = 90o
vertial plane.
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3.2.4 UWB Antenna with WLAN-band Nothed Chara-
teristis
In the last years, a great attention has been paid to the topi of home network-
ing dened as the availability of wireless links among dierent and heterogeneous
eletroni and multimedia devies (HDTVs, DVDs, ameras, personal omput-
ers, et.) for ommuniations, entertainment, home automation and monitoring.
Suh a paradigm is usually aomplished by setting Wireless Personal Area Net-
works (WPANs). Aording to the IEEE 802.15.3a reommendation aimed at
dening the WPAN standards, extremely high transmission rates over very short
distanes are taken into aount. Towards this end, a ore tehnology is ertainly
the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) tehnology [32℄.
However, despite suitable regulations from the agenies of the dierent oun-
tries (e.g., the Federal Communiation Commission - FCC [12℄), there are still
some onerns about the interferenes among UWB systems and other devies
that operate with dierent standards as those exploiting the range of frequen-
ies from 5.15 up to 5.35GHz [33℄. Suh a range of frequeny is oupied by
the rst two sub-bands of the Unliensed National Information Infrastruture
(UNII) band. Suh sub-bands, alled UNII1 and UNII2, range from 5.15 to
5.25GHz and from 5.25 to 5.35GHz, respetively, orresponding to a portion of
the so-alled WLAN band.
In order to prevent/avoid suh problems, UWB antennas with nothed har-
ateristis in the WLAN band are usually adopted. In [34℄ this task has been
aomplished by introduing a fratal tuning stub in a mirostrip slot antenna,
while the same behavior has been obtained in [35℄ by printing a half-wavelength
parasiti element on the bak side of the antenna substrate. A more omplex
design approah performs a geneti algorithm optimization [36℄ to improve the
performanes of band-nothed planar monopoles in terms of both impedane
mathing and radiation harateristis. Other solutions usually onsider slot
strutures with dierent shapes within the antenna body [37℄[33℄[38℄[39℄[40℄[41℄
to realize ompat systems. Suh an approah is the most ommonly adopted,
but it usually requires two separated design steps. The rst step is aimed at
obtaining a referene antenna whih exhibits a UWB behavior, while in the se-
ond one the slot struture is added and its geometrial parameters are tuned to
obtain the nothed behavior in the desired frequeny range.
This last example regards the synthesis of an UWB antenna working within
the FCC released frequeny spetrum and showing a frequeny nothed behavior
within the two UNII1 and UNII2 sub-bands of the WLAN band. The rejetion
band is yielded by means of a retangular slot loated on the front of the antenna
geometry, while the UWB behavior is obtained by dening the ontour of the
radiating part of the antenna with a spline urve. The use of a retangular slot
allows an easier fabriation with respet to solution based on irular shapes as
the one presented in [33℄. Moreover, the dimensions of the antenna turn out
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to be smaller than those of other radiating elements having a rejetion band in
the same frequeny range (e.g., [34℄). Finally, dierently from solutions suh as
the one reported in [35℄, the proposed antenna exhibits quite stable radiation
patterns.
The optimization of both the slot and the UWB antenna geometri parame-
ters is arried out simultaneously with a non-negligible saving of the time required
for the synthesis. The eetiveness of a spline-based representation has been as-
sessed in [43℄ and suessively protably exploited in designing UWB antennas
for wireless ommuniation appliations [44℄[45℄. Following the sheme presented
in suh works, the synthesis is here performed by means of a Partile Swarm
Optimization (PSO) proedure. Unlike other optimization tehniques, suh as
Geneti Algorithms (GAs), the PSO is based on the ooperation among the trial
solutions and not on their ompetition. In general, one of the main advantages
of PSO over GA is its algorithmi simpliity. As a matter of fat, GA onsiders
three geneti operators and the best onguration among several options of im-
plementation needs to be hosen, while PSO onsiders one simple operator whih
is the veloity updating. Moreover, manipulating the PSO alibration parame-
ters is easier than evaluating the optimal values of the GA parameters among
various operators. In addition, there exist many studies regarding the eets of
PSO parameters that makes their seletion even easier [8℄[46℄. Finally, PSO al-
lows a more signiant level of ontrol to prevent stagnation of the optimization
proess [47℄[48℄[49℄.
Dierently from [43℄[44℄[45℄, the antenna is now required to exhibit not only a
good impedane mathing over a very large bandwidth, but also a frequeny
nothed behavior. This requirement is taken into aount by adding a term in
the PSO ost funtion [50℄ to maximize the impedane mismath within the
UNII1 and UNII2 bands.
3.2.4.1 Band Nothed Antenna Design
Figure 3.25 shows the geometry of the antenna desribed by means of the the
spline-based representation presented in Set. 3.1 and now suitably integrated
to realize a frequeny nothed behavior. More speially, a slot struture
onstituted by a symmetri retangular shape whose geometri parameters are
{b1, ..., b4} has been added. The antenna struture is then univoally identied
by the following set of desriptors
χ = {Pn; n = 1, ..., 8; ai, bi; i = 1, ..., 4} . (3.22)
In order to determine the optimal set of the antenna desriptors, an iterative
proedure has been used to t the following onstraints:
|s11 (f)| ≤ s
op
11 f ∈ {[3, 4.65] ∪ [5.85, 10]} GHz (3.23)
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Figure 3.25: Band Nothed Antenna - Antenna prototype and desriptive pa-
rameters.
|s11 (f)| ≥ s
fn
11 f ∈ [5.15, 5.35] GHz. (3.24)
In (3.23) and (3.24), sop11 = −10 dB and s
fn
11 = −5 dB denote the target values at
the operating frequeny and within the nothed bands, respetively. Moreover,
the antenna is required to oupy a maximum area of 50 × 50mm2 in order to
be suitably integrated in modern ommuniation devies.
The optimization proedure is based on the integration of a Partile Swarm
Optimizer (PSO) [48℄[51℄[52℄[53℄[54℄, aimed at dening the strategy of evolution
of the trial shapes of the antenna, and a standard eletromagneti simulator based
on the Method-of-Moment (MoM) to ompute the antenna eletri parameters.
The MoM is usually more appropriate than other methods suh as the Finite
Element Method (FEM) when planar geometries are onsidered sine it is a
surfae disretization method [55℄.
More speially, the optimization of (1) is arried out, aording to the PSO
logi, by minimizing a suitable ost funtion
Ψ (χ) = Ψ1 (χ) + Ψ2 (χ) + Ψnotch (χ) (3.25)
that quanties the mathing between the eletri antenna performanes and the
projet onstraints. The terms Ψ1 (χ) and Ψ2 (χ) in (3.25) are related to the
operating frequeny ranges
Ψ1 (χ) =
∫ 4.65GHz
3GHz
max
{
0,
|s11 (f)| − s
op
11
sop11
}
(3.26)
Ψ2 (χ) =
∫ 10GHz
5.85GHz
max
{
0,
|s11 (f)| − s
op
11
sop11
}
(3.27)
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Band Nothed Antenna
Control Point Coordinates [mm℄
P1 P2 P3 P4
(6.8, 20.3) (6.2, 22.6) (11.0, 25.0) (7.2, 26.1)
P5 P6 P7 P8
(9.1, 34.9) (6.0, 30.4) (4.1, 32.2) (0.0, 36.6)
Geometri Variables [mm℄
a1 a2 a3 a4
45.6 14.5 6.8 15.9
b1 b2 b3 b4
9.0 3.4 0.8 4.9
Table 3.3: Band Nothed Antenna - Values of the geometri desriptors of the
antenna prototype.
while Ψnotch (χ) is onerned with the region where the stopband behavior is
required
Ψnotch (χ) =
∫ 5.35GHz
5.15GHz
max
{
0,
sfn11 − |s11 (f)|
sfn11
}
. (3.28)
As for the PSO strategy, a population of 6 partiles has been used for the
problem at hand and the position of eah partile, whih orresponds to a trial
antenna onguration, has been randomly initialised within the range of physi-
ally admissible values. The positions of the partiles of the swarm is iteratively
updated on the basis of the orresponding values of the ost funtion (3.25) and
the PSO ontrol parameters: w (inertial weight), C1 and C2 (aeleration oef-
ients). In suh a ase-of-study, these latter have been set to C1 = C2 = 2.0
and w = 0.4 as suggested in [47℄[49℄. The optimization proedure ends when
a maximum number of K iterations (here K = 500) is reahed or the value of
the tness funtion Ψ (χ) is smaller than a user-dened tolerane value ηΨ (here
ηΨ = 10
−5
).
The nal outome of the PSO-based optimization proedure when applied to
the synthesis problem dened by (3.23) and (3.24) has been the shape desribed
by the parameter set in Tab. 3.3. As it an be notied, the synthesized antenna
ts the size onstraint oupying an area of 29.0× 45.6mm2.
3.2.4.2 Antenna Performanes
The performanes of the synthesized antenna have been both numerially and
experimentally assessed. Towards this aim, a prototype (Fig. 3.25) of the an-
tenna has been built with an easy and low-ost photo-lithographi tehnology.
The antenna has been printed on an Arlon dieletri substrate (εr = 3.38) of
0.78mm thikness. As for the measurements, the prototype has been fed with a
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Figure 3.26: Band Nothed Antenna - Behavior of the magnitude of s11 within
the UWB frequeny range.
oaxial able onneted to the beginning of the feedline and grounded to the edge
of the metalli plane on the opposite side of the substrate. The oaxial able has
been equipped with a standard SMA onnetor and it has been onneted to a
vetor network analyser to evaluate the eletrial harateristis of the synthe-
sized antenna. In order to redue the interferenes with the antenna radiating
behavior, the feeding able was onneted perpendiularly to the antenna plane.
The measurements have been olleted in a non-ontrolled environment.
Conerning the impedane mathing, Figure 3.26 shows a omparison between
simulated and measured magnitudes of the s11 oeient over the frequeny
range of interest. Dashed identify the mask of the requirements to be satised
[Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24)℄. As it an be observed, the antenna omplies the ele-
trial guidelines sine the simulated s11 magnitude values turn out to be greater
than −5 dB within the frequeny range 5.10− 5.50GHz avoiding the transmis-
sion/reeption in the UNII1 and UNII2 bands. This is onrmed also by the
measured rejetion bandwidth going from 4.95 to 5.50GHz. On the other hand,
the prototype still provides an UWB behavior thanks to the impedane mathing
in the remaining part of the 3− 10GHz range. As a matter of fat, the arising
|s11| ≤ −10 dB bandwidths turn out to be 3.0− 4.65GHz and 5.75− 10.5GHz,
with an adequate agreement between measured and simulated data. It is worth
to notie that, while the UWB behavior is mainly due to the urvilinear shape of
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the metalli path on the front side of the antenna (as onrmed by the related
literature, e.g. [43℄), the nothed harateristi is tuned by the shape and the
dimension of the slot as highlighted by the behavior of the surfae urrent dis-
tributions simulated at f1 = 4GHz, fnotch = 5.25GHz, and f2 = 8GHz (Fig.
3.27).
The eletri urrents onentrate around the slot struture in orrespondene
with the enter frequeny of the unwanted band [Fig. 3.27()℄ pointing out the
eet of the slot on the antenna performane at the nothed frequeny. It an
be also observed that the amplitude of urrent is greater at the top of the two
vertial arms of the slot, where the slot edges are loser to the ontour of the
path. On the other hand, the urrents mainly move towards the edge of the
metalli path when the operating frequeny is lower [Fig. 3.27(a)℄ or higher
[Fig. 3.27(e)℄ than fnotch. Weaker urrent values around the slot imply that the
slot does not aet the impedane mathing of the antenna. On the bak side of
the antenna, the urrent distribution is almost uniform over the metalli plane
at f1 = 4GHz and f2 = 8GHz exept for the feeding point (greater values) and
in the bottom region (lower values) at the rejetion band.
In order to better understand the eet of the slot, a parametri study on its
desribing parameters has been performed. Figure 3.28 shows the behavior of the
magnitude of the s11 parameter for dierent values of b1, b2, and b3. All the other
antenna desriptors have been kept xed to the optimized values. By varying
b1and b2 the overall length of the slot is modied. As expeted, inreasing the
slot length leads to the shift towards the lower frequenies of the rejetion band
[Figs. 3.28(a) and 3.28(b)℄. On the other hand, by enlarging the thikness of the
slot, the rejetion band moves towards the higher frequenies [Fig. 3.28()℄.
The radiation harateristis of the synthesized antenna have been analysed, as
well. Figure 3.29 shows the three-dimensional representation of the radiation
pattern at the same frequenies of the plots of the surfae urrents in Fig. 3.27.
More speially, the so-alled realized (i.e., inluding the impedane mismath
losses) absolute gain is reported. The pattern at fnotch = 5.25GHz [Fig. 3.29(b)℄
proves that the antenna has a muh lower gain in the nothed band than at the
other frequenies.
It an be also notied that the antenna behaves like a lassial monopole at the
lower frequenies, while some distortions appear when the operating frequeny
inreases. Suh a behavior is further pointed out in Fig. 3.30 where simulated
and measured absolute gains of the antenna along the horizontal (θ = 90o) and
vertial (φ = 90o) planes are ompared when f1 = 4GHz, fnotch = 5.25GHz,
and f2 = 8GHz. The antenna gain is almost omnidiretional in the horizontal
plane whatever the frequeny under analysis [Figs. 3.30(a), 3.30(), and 3.30(e)℄,
while two nulls are visible along the vertial plane at θ = 0o and θ = 180o [Figs.
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Figure 3.27: Band Nothed Antenna - Plots of the surfae urrents at f1 = 4GHz
[(a) Front side and (b) bak side℄, fnotch = 5.25GHz [() Front side and (d) bak
side℄, and f2 = 8GHz [(e) Front side and (f ) bak side℄.
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Figure 3.28: Band Nothed Antenna - Behavior of the magnitude of s11 varying
the parameters (a) b1, (b) b2, and () b3 desribing the slot.
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Figure 3.29: Band Nothed Antenna - Three-dimensional representation of the
absolute gain pattern at (a) f1 = 4GHz, (b) fnotch = 5.25GHz, and () f2 =
8GHz.
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3.30(b), 3.30(d), and 3.30(f )℄. As expeted and already shown in Fig. 3.29, the
gain at the nothed frequenies is almost 10 dB lower than the one exhibited
around f1 = 4GHz.
For ompleteness, Figure 3.31(a) and 3.31(b) show the behavior of the ross-polar
gain omponents in the horizontal and vertial planes, respetively. It an be
notied that in the horizontal plane, the ross-polar omponent is very small at
f1 = 4GHz and fnotch = 5.25GHz, while it inreases just at f2 = 8GHz. On the
other hand, it turns out to be always lower than −20 dB whatever the onsidered
frequeny in the vertial plane. For the sake of omparison, the behavior of the
o-polar omponents are also reported in Fig. 3.31() and 3.31(d).
Sine the antenna is intended for UWB appliations, the distortion of the trans-
mitted waveform has been nally evaluated. Towards this end, a UWB om-
muniation system has been simulated. Two idential opies of the antenna
prototype have been plaed fae-to-fae and separated by a distane of 25 cm
[56℄. Moreover, two Gaussian pulses (one with spetral ontent in the lower
UWB band from 3 to 5GHz [Fig. 3.32(a)℄ and the other extended over the
higher UWB band from 6 to 10GHz [Fig. 3.32()℄) have been separately used
as input signals of one antenna used as transmitter. Figures 3.32(b) and 3.32(d)
show the reeived waveforms at the other antenna. Despite the low amplitudes,
the shapes of the reeived signals are very lose to the transmitted ones. The
arising distortion an be quantied by means of the system delity
F = max
τ
∫ +∞
−∞
v˜ (t− τ) u˜ (t) dt (3.29)
dened as the maximum value of the ross-orrelation between the transmitted
signal and the reeived one [57℄. In (3.29), both waveforms are normalized to
their energy so that
u˜ (t) , u (t) /
√∫ +∞
−∞
|u (t)|2 dt (3.30)
and
v˜ (t) , v (t) /
√∫ +∞
−∞
|v (t)|2 dt. (3.31)
As an example, let us onsider that F = 100% in orrespondene with an ideal
transmission without distortions. As for the ase at hand, the delity indexes are
F = 98.11% and F = 92.46% for Figs. 3.32(a)-3.32(b) and Figs. 3.32()-3.32(d),
respetively. Suh results assess the non-distortion features of the system in both
UWB bands.
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Figure 3.30: Band Nothed Antenna - Behavior of the absolute gain at (a)-(b)
f1 = 4GHz, ()-(d) fnotch = 5.25GHz, and (e)-(f ) f2 = 8GHz along (a)()(e)
the horizontal (θ = 90o) and (b)(d)(f ) the vertial plane (φ = 90o).
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Figure 3.31: Band Nothed Antenna - Behavior of the (a)-(b) 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()-(d) 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f2 = 8GHz.
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Figure 3.32: Band Nothed Antenna - Transmitted (a)() and reeived (b)(d)
pulses at the frequeny bands (a)(b) 3−5GHz and ()(d) 6−10GHz of the UWB
system omposed of two idential fae-to-fae opies of the proposed antenna.
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3.3 Conlusion
In this setion, an innovative synthesis approah based on the use of a spline-
based representation for UWB antennas has been presented. The nal shape of
the antenna is determined by means of a PSO-based optimization proedure that
exploits a suitable and omputationally eient eletromagneti representation
of the whole Tx/Rx UWB system.
The assessment has been onduted on dierent test ases. Firstly, the pro-
posed tehnique has been tested by onsidering numerial examples to show the
features and the behavior of the iterative proedure. In order to point out some
of the main advantages of the proposed method, the same test ase has been
addressed with a parametri approah, as well. Seondly, the dependene of the
synthesis method on the desriptors of the antenna shape has been analyzed.
Finally, the synthesis results have been veried with some omparisons with
the experimental data measured from the antenna prototypes. These results re-
garded the design of an UWB antenna for wireless dongle devie, an antenna
ompliant with the FCC released frequeny spetrum, and an UWB antenna
with WLAN-band nothed harateristis.
The onlusion, whih is derived from all the numerial and experimental
results obtained, is that the proposed approah represents a very promising
methodology for UWB antenna design beause of its exibility in dealing with
dierent user-dened requirements as well as its omputational eieny.
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In general, antenna systems are analysed in the frequeny domain and their
eletrial properties are haraterized by means of parameters suh as eieny,
input impedane, gain, eetive area, polarization properties and radiation pat-
terns [2℄. All these terms depend strongly on frequeny [58℄. For narrowband
appliations, they an be analysed at the enter frequeny, providing a ompre-
hensive desription of the system. For wider bandwidths, antenna parameters
are usually expressed as a funtion of frequeny.
Several approahes for the design of UWB antennas based on the analysis of
frequeny domains parameters have been proposed in the last years. As as exam-
ple, in [59℄ the design is arried out by performing a parametri analysis aimed
at obtaining an antenna exhibiting a good impedane mathing in the required
UWB band. Similarly, a synthesis approah for semi-elliptial UWB antennas is
presented in [60℄. Suh an approah is based on the exploitation of some sim-
ple design equations and it is aimed at minimizing the antenna return loss in a
very large bandwidth. Finally, a method for the synthesis of UWB spline-shaped
antennas showing good impedane mathing and distortionless harateristis
has been proposed in [43℄. Suh a method is based on a Partile Swarm Opti-
mizer (PSO) and an analysis of the antenna performanes in terms of sattering
parameters.
However, when the antenna parameters are expressed as a funtion of fre-
queny, they will lose their usefulness as ompat desriptions of the antenna's
behavior [6℄. Moreover, sine the very short duration of UWB pulses means, in
the frequeny domain, a very large bandwidth, a frequeny-by-frequeny analysis
an be partiularly ineient.
Therefore, it seems to be more natural to analyse UWB systems in the time
domain, where all the frequenies are treated simultaneously [61℄. Several time
domain denitions of the lassial antenna parameters an be found in [6, 57, 62,
63℄.
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An example of design proedure partially arried out in the time domain an
be found in [64℄, where Telzhensky et al. proposed a method for the optimization
of a simplied version of the volano smoke antenna based on a geneti algorithm.
Suh an optimization proedure is aimed at minimizing the antenna return loss (a
frequeny-domain parameter), while maximizing the orrelation fator (a time-
domain parameter). The same design approah has been suessfully exploited
by the same authors to design also a planar dierential elliptial UWB antenna
[65℄.
In this hapter, an approah for the synthesis of UWB antennas is presented,
in whih the analysis of the antenna performane is ompletely arried out in the
time domain. Towards this end, the requirements needed to obtain antennas suit-
able for UWB ommuniations are onveniently translated into the time domain.
As in the ase of narrowband systems, the antenna should be able to radiate as
muh energy as possible. However, for UWB systems, this requirement results
to be more important beause of the very low energy haraterizing the UWB
pulses. Aordingly, a onstraint on the antenna eieny, dened as the om-
plementary of the ratio between the reeted energy and the total input energy,
is onsidered. Ideally, in order to fully exploit the advantages given by UWB the
reeived signal should be a faithful replia of the transmitted waveform. This is
taken into aount by the system delity parameter that gives a measure of the
distortion ourred during the transmission. Finally, also the radiation pattern is
optimized in order to have an omnidiretional behavior over all the frequenies.
This is usually required for antennas for ommuniation appliations and it is
addressed by means of the so-alled similarity fator. Suh a parameter desribes
the hanges in the signal waveform towards dierent diretions. On the basis of
this time domain analysis, then an approah for the synthesis of antennas for
UWB ommuniations is proposed. Following the guidelines of the approah
presented [43℄, the synthesis tehnique is based on a PSO [8℄ and on a spline
representation [66℄ of the radiating struture. However, in [43℄ the analysis was
based ompletely in the frequeny domain, and the requirement on the radiation
properties was not onsidered.
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4.1 Time Domain Analysis
Let us onsider a UWB ommuniation system omposed by a pair of two iden-
tial antennas plaed at distane d from eah other (Fig. 4.1). When the UWB
waveform u (t) is transmitted, the non-ideal behavior of the antennas and the
hannel an lead to the inorret reeption of the output signal v (t). In order to
avoid suh an issue, the system, and in partiular the antennas, must be properly
designed to t a set of requirements. First, the transmitting antenna must be
able to radiate as muh energy as possible of the input signal. A measurement
of the radiated energy with respet to the total input energy an be performed
by dening the antenna eieny E as
E = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
|w (t)|2 dt∫ +∞
−∞
|u (t)|2 dt
(4.1)
where w (t) is the reeted omponent of the input signal at the rst antenna.
Clearly, 0 ≤ E ≤ 1 and it tends to the unit when the energy ontent of the
reeted signal w (t) tends to zero. In other words, higher values of the E pa-
rameter means that the ommuniation will be possible for higher distanes. As
an example, Fig. 4.2 shows two pairs of input and reeted signals giving an
high and a low antenna eieny value respetively.
However, UWB systems require not only a good antenna eieny, but also
the non-distorted reeption of the transmitted signal must be guaranteed. To-
wards this end, a useful measure of the distortion between the transmitted and
the reeived signals is represented by the system delity F
F = max
τ
∫ +∞
−∞
vˆ (t− τ) uˆ (t) dt (4.2)
dened as the maximum of the ross-orrelation funtion [57℄. In this relation
the signals have been normalized in order to have unit energy, so that uˆ (t) =
u (t) /
√∫ +∞
−∞
|u (t)|2 dt and vˆ (t) = v (t) /
√∫ +∞
−∞
|v (t)|2 dt, respetively. Again,
the parameter F is onstrained to be in the range [0, 1] and it tends to be equal
to zero when the two signal are ompletely dierent, while it assumes the unit
value when the reeived waveform is only an attenuated and delayed version
of the transmitted signal. As an example, Fig. 4.3 shows two pairs of signals
providing high and low delity values respetively.
Finally, for ommuniation appliations, antennas are usually required to
have omnidiretional radiation patterns. In UWB systems, suh a behavior must
be guaranteed for a very large frequeny bandwidth. In the time domain, the
hange of the waveform shape of the radiated pulse as the observation diretion
(θ, φ) is varied an be desribed by the similarity fator S (θ, φ)
S (θ, φ) = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
|erad (r, θ0, φ0, t)− erad (r, θ, φ, t)|
2 dt∫ +∞
−∞
|erad (r, θ0, φ0, t)|
2 dt
(4.3)
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TX ANTENNA RX ANTENNA
w (t)
u (t)
v (t)
d
erad (r, θ, φ, t)
Figure 4.1: UWB ommuniation system omposed by a pair of two idential
antennas.
where erad (r, θ, φ, t) is the radiated eletri eld and (θ0, φ0) is the diretion of
maximum radiation [62℄. From (4.3) it results that 0 ≤ S (θ, φ) ≤ 1, where
equality is attained for the diretion (θ0, φ0). Two examples of radiated eletri
elds towards dierent diretions and the orresponding similarity fator values
are shown in Fig. 4.4. In this ase only the φ diretion is onsidered.
4.2 Antenna Synthesis
The disussion in the previous setion points out that the time domain analysis
based on these parameters should arefully taken into aount in the antenna
synthesis proess in order to obtain solutions suitable for UWB ommuniations.
Towards this end, the synthesis proess is reast as an optimization problem
aimed at minimising a ustomized ost funtion ξ based on the time domain
UWB requirements just shown. Eah trial solution of the optimization problem
is given by a partiular antenna onguration a, univoally desribed by a set of
N parameters a = {an;n = 1, ..., N} that represents the geometrial variables of
the antenna struture.
Let us now refer to the antenna geometry shown in Fig. 4.5 based on the
work presented in the previous setion. The antenna is modeled as a mirostrip
struture onstituted by a radiating part based on a spline representation and
a metalli ground plane printed on a dieletri substrate. More in detail, α1
and α2 are the length and one half of the width of the substrate respetively,
α3 is one half of the feedline width, and α4 is the length of the ground plane on
the bak side of the substrate. Moreover, the spline urve dening the ontour
of the radiating part of the antenna is ontrolled by a set of I ontrol points
{Pi = (ypi, zpi) ; i = 1, ..., I}.
In the present work also the ground plane is modeled by a spline urve as
shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The J ontrol points governing the shape of the ground
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Figure 4.2: Antenna Eieny - Examples of transmitted and reeted signals
giving (a) E = 0.9 and (b) E = 0.5.
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Figure 4.3: System Fidelity - Examples of transmitted and reeived signals giving
(a) F = 0.9 and (b) F = 0.5.
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Figure 4.4: Similarity Fator - Examples of radiated eletri eld towards dier-
ent diretions and the orresponding similarity fator values. (a) 0.9 < S (θ, φ) <
1 and (b) 0.2 < S (θ, φ) < 0.6.
plane are denoted by {Qj = (yqj, zqj) ; j = 1, ..., J}. This allows the ontrol of the
radiation pattern in order to obtain antennas haraterized by a good similarity
fator.
Aordingly, the parameter vetor a results to be the olletion of the geo-
metri variables {α1, ..., α4} and of the oordinates of the ontrol points of both
the spline urves
a = {α1, ..., α4; (ypi, zpi) ; i = 1, ..., I; (yqj, zqj) ; j = 1, ..., J} . (4.4)
The total number of variables to be optimized is therefore given by N = 4 +
2 (I + J).
The optimization is arried out by means of a PSO. Aording to the PSO
logi, the nal solution aopt will be the solution that minimizes the ost funtion
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Figure 4.5: Antenna geometry.
ξ
aopt = argmin
a
[ξ (a)] . (4.5)
The ost funtion ξ is a metri for the wellness of the solution. In other words,
the value ξ (a) represents how well the trial solution a omplies with the design
objetives. Following the guidelines given in the previous setion, ξ is dened as
the sum of three omponents
ξ (a) = ξE (a) + ξF (a) + ξS (a) (4.6)
that take into aount for the dierent UWB requirements. More in detail ξE (a)
and ξF (a) refer to the onstraints on the radiated energy and on the delity of
the system respetively and they are given by
ξE (a) = max
{
0,
ET −E
ET
}
(4.7)
ξF (a) = max
{
0,
F T − F
F T
}
(4.8)
where the supersript
T
indiates the target values of the design speis. ξS (a)
deals with the similarity fator and, in order to onsider all the possible radiation
diretions, it is dened as
ξS (a) = meanθ,φ
{
ξ
(θ,φ)
S (a)
}
(4.9)
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Figure 4.6: Test Case A - Time domain behavior of the input signal u (t).
where
ξ
(θ,φ)
S (a) = max
{
0,
ST (θ, φ)− S (θ, φ)
ST (θ, φ)
}
. (4.10)
The researh for the optimal solution in the solution spae is arried out by
means of the PSO researh strategy. Towards this end, a swarm of R partiles
a
(k)
r ; r = 1, ..., R is randomly initialized at the rst iteration k = 0. At eah
iteration k the positions of the partiles in the solution spae are updated until
a maximum number of iteration K is reahed (i.e., k = K) or until the value of
the ost funtion falls below a user-dened threshold η (i.e., ξ
(
a
(k)
r
)
< η).
4.3 Numerial and Experimental Validation
This setion is aimed at presenting a set of numerial and experimental results in
order to show the reliability as well as the eetiveness of the synthesis approah.
More in detail, two dierent test ases (Test Case A and Test Case B), will be
disussed as representative results of the proposed method.
The rst test ase (Test Case A) deals with the synthesis of an UWB antenna
system onstituted by a pair of two idential antennas plaed at a distane of d =
15 cm. Suh a system must be designed in order to orretly transmit/reeive the
UWB input waveform shown in Fig. 4.6. The duration of the pulse in the time
domain is equal to about 1ns, thus resulting in a 5GHz bandwidth going from
4 to 9GHz. As far as the projet onstraints are onerned, both the antenna
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Figure 4.7: Test Case A - Evolution of the geometri variables {α1, ..., α4} over
the iterations.
eieny and the system delity target values have been set to ET = F T = 0.95,
while the similarity fator is required to be greater than ST (θ, φ) = 0.95 only in
the x − y plane (θ = 90o) in order to guarantee an omnidiretional behavior in
the horizontal plane. Conerning the antenna geometry, the number of ontrol
point governing the spline urves on the front and on the bak of the antenna
has been seleted equal to I = J = 7. Consequently, eah trial antenna results
to be univoally desribed by a set of N = 32 variables. Moreover, the antenna
is required to have a maximum overall dimension equal to 50× 50mm2. Finally,
for the optimization proess, a population of R = 5 partiles has been used,
while the maximum number of iterations and the onvergene threshold have
been xed to K = 100 and η = 10−5, respetively.
Let us now analyse the optimization proess in terms of the evolution of both
the antenna geometry and the antenna performane. Starting from an antenna
onguration randomly generated, the optimization proedure iteratively modi-
es the values of the antenna parameters in order to nd the best solution in term
of UWB requirements. The evolution of the geometri variables {α1, ..., α4} over
the iterations is reported in Fig. 4.7 while the behaviors of the oordinates of
the ontrol points governing the shapes of the radiating part and of the ground
plane of the antenna are shown in Fig. 4.8. As expeted, the variations of
the parameters are greater at the rst iterations while they derease when the
optimization proess reahes the onvergene. Conerning the evolution of the
antenna performane, Fig. 4.9 shows the performane given by the trial solution
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Figure 4.8: Test Case A - Evolution of the oordinates of the ontrol points of the
splines modeling (a) the radiating part and (b) the ground plane of the antenna
over the iterations.
at eah iteration together with the orresponding ost funtion values. More
in detail, the solid line and the dashed line represent the antenna eieny E
and the system delity F respetively, as dened in (4.1) and (4.2). The dot
line desribes the behavior of the mean value Sm of the similarity fator over all
the possible diretions. This is given by Sm = meanθ,φ {S (θ, φ)}. As it an be
seen, all the values of the antenna performane parameters improve during the
optimization proess until they t the design objetives. Finally, the ost fun-
tion line (dot-dashed line) shows how the PSO reahes the maximum number of
iterations K = 100 providing a nal ost funtion value equal to 1.2 · 10−5.
The synthesized antenna results to be haraterized by very small dimensions
(30.1×16.2mm) as shown in Tab. 4.1 where the values of the optimized antenna
desriptive parameters are reported. Conerning its performane, Fig. 4.10
shows the omparison between the input signal u (t) and the reeted signal w (t).
As it an be notied, the amplitude values of w (t) are very low if ompared to
those of the input waveform. This means that the synthesized antenna is able
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Figure 4.9: Test Case A - Evolution of the antenna performane (antenna e-
ieny E, system delity F, and similarity fator S) over the iterations ompared
with the ost funtion ξ.
to radiate the main part of the signal energy, as onrmed by the resulting
antenna eieny value equal to E = 0.98. Moreover, also the resulting system
delity parameter is very high (F = 0.97) as onrmed by Fig. 4.11 where the
energy-normalized version of the reeived signal v̂ (t) has been superimposed to
the energy-normalized version of û (t). As a matter of fat, the shape of v̂ (t) is
very similar to that of û (t). Finally, Fig. 4.12 shows the radiated eletri eld
toward dierent φ diretions and the resulting similarity fator. As required, the
antenna presents an omnidiretional behavior in the horizontal plane, exhibiting
S (θ = 90o, φ) ≥ 0.95 whatever the onsidered diretion.
For ompleteness, the performane of the resulting antenna have been ana-
lyzed in the frequeny domain. The system onstituted by the transmitting and
the reeiving antennas an be seen as an equivalent two-port network, allow-
ing the desription of the antennas' behavior in terms of sattering parameters.
The simulated and measured s11 and s21 parameters for the synthesized antenna
system are shown in Fig. 4.13. For the experimental validation, the synthesized
antenna has been built by means of a photolitographi printing iruit tehnology
on an Arlon dieletri substrate (ǫr = 3.38) of thikness 0.78mm. The prototype
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Geometri Variables [mm℄
α1 α2 α3 α4
30.1 8.1 3.9 11.0
Control Points Coordinates [mm℄
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
(3.9, 17.2) (4.5, 18.5) (4.8, 19.6) (4.1, 24.8) (2.7, 21.2) (2.1, 21.7) (0.0, 19.0)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
(3.2, 0.0) (1.4, 1.5) (5.3, 3.8) (3.2, 3.5) (3.1, 5.0) (2.8, 5.8) (8.1, 2.9)
Table 4.1: Test Case A - Desriptive parameters of the synthesized antenna.
(Fig. 4.14) has been equipped with a SMA onnetor and fed with a oaxial
able at the point (yfeed = 0.0, zfeed = α4). The measurements, whih have been
performed in an anehoi hamber using a Vetor Network Analyzer, reasonably
t the simulated data.
As it an be observed, the values of the magnitude of the s11 parameter are
less than−10 dB in almost the entire band apart from a small portion of the spe-
trum going from 4 to 4.5GHz [Fig. 4.13(a)℄. This indiates a good impedane
mathing of the antenna and it onrms the obtained antenna eieny value
of E = 0.98 and the low amplitude of the reeted signal w (t). Moreover, the
almost at behavior of the magnitude of the s21 parameter [Fig. 4.13(b)℄, har-
aterized by a variation less than 7 dB, guarantees the non-distorted reeption
of the transmitted UWB pulse, as previously shown in Fig. 4.11 and suggested
by the value of the system delity parameter of F = 0.97.
Finally, the radiation harateristis of the synthesized antenna have been
analyzed. Fig. 4.15 shows the simulated three-dimensional radiation patterns of
the antenna total gain at the frequenies of 4, 6.5, and 9GHz. The antenna works
as an omnidiretional radiator in the horizontal plane (x − y plane) onrming
the result obtained in term of similarity fator (Fig. 4.12). Moreover, similarly to
a onventional dipole antenna, two nulls are visible in the radiation patters along
the z-axis. Suh a behavior is visible also in Fig. 4.16, where the omparisons
between numerial and experimental values of the total gain in the horizontal
and vertial planes are reported. As it an be seen, there is a good agreement
between simulations and measurements.
The seond test ase (Test Case B) deals with the synthesis of a UWB antenna
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Figure 4.10: Test Case A - Comparison between the input signal u (t) and the
reeted signal w (t).
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Figure 4.11: Test Case A - Comparison between the energy-normalized input
signal û (t) and the energy normalized reeived signal v̂ (t).
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eld towards dierent dire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and orresponding similarity fator values.
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Figure 4.14: Test Case A - Antenna prototype.
system operating in a lower band going from 2.5 to 5.5GHz. The antennas are
plaes at a distane of d = 30 cm. Regarding the projet onstraints, the target
values for the design proess have been set to ET = F T = 0.92 and ST (θ, φ) =
0.95 only in the x − y plane (θ = 90o), while the antenna size must be not
larger than 80× 60mm2. The optimization has been arried out by onsidering
the same number of PSO partiles, the same maximum number of iterations,
and the same onvergene threshold of the previous test ase. Conerning the
antenna geometry the number of ontrol points governing the spline urves has
been varied to I = 8 and J = 5, so that eah trial antenna is univoally desribed
by N = 30 variables.
At the end of the optimization proess, the antenna turns out to be desribed
by the values reported in Tab. 4.2, oupying an overall area of 68.7×38.8mm2.
A prototype of the optimized antenna (Fig. 4.17) has been built on an Arlon
substrate having the same harateristis of the rst test ase.
As far as the antenna performanes are onerned, the eieny value turns
out to be equal to E = 0.97 tting the projet requirement. Suh a value is
onrmed by Fig. 4.18 showing the reeted signal w (t) in omparison with the
input waveform u (t). As it an be observed, the amplitude of w (t) is very small
if ompared to that of u (t). Figure 4.19 shows the energy-normalized versions
of the input and the reeived waveforms. It an be observed that the agreement
between the two urves is slightly worse than the previous test ase, resulting in a
lower delity value equal to F = 0.95, but that still ts the projet requirements.
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Figure 4.15: Test Case A - Simulated total gain radiation patterns at (a) 4GHz,
(b) 6.5GHz, and () 9GHz.
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Figure 4.16: Test Case A - Comparison between simulated and measured values
of total gain at (a)-(b) 4GHz, ()-(d) 6.5GHz, and (e)-(f ) 9GHz in the (a)-
()-(e) horizontal (θ = 90o) and (b)-(d)-(f ) vertial plane (φ = 90o).
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Figure 4.17: Test Case B - Antenna prototype.
Geometri Variables [mm℄
α1 α2 α3 α4
68.7 19.4 2.1 16.8
Control Points Coordinates [mm℄
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
(2.1, 18.3) (7.2, 18.8) (13.4, 19.2) (5.5, 22.4) (6.7, 24.4) (16.4, 28.5) (9.7, 31.8) (0.0, 42.6)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
(16.6, 0.0) (12.7, 9.0) (13.4, 12.6) (8.0, 13.7) (19.4, 14.2)
Table 4.2: Test Case B - Desriptive parameters of the synthesized antenna.
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Figure 4.18: Test Case B - Comparison between the input signal u (t) and the
reeted signal w (t).
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Figure 4.19: Test Case B - Comparison between the energy-normalized input
signal û (t) and the energy normalized reeived signal v̂ (t).
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Figure 4.20: Test Case B - Radiated eletri eld towards dierent diretions
and orresponding similarity fator values.
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Figure 4.21: Test Case B - Magnitude of (a) s11 and (b) s21 parameters.
Finally, the radiated eletri eld toward dierent φ diretions and the resulting
similarity fator are shown in Fig. 4.20. As for the rst test ase, the antenna
exhibits an omnidiretional behavior in the horizontal plane with S (θ = 90o, φ)
always greater than 0.92.
The performanes of the antenna system in the frequeny domain are shown
in Fig. 4.21 in terms of sattering parameters. From Fig. 4.21(a) it is possible
to notie that the antenna exhibits a good impedane mathing, showing s11
magnitude values lower than −10 dB in almost the entire 2.5 − 5.5GHz band
and onrming the obtained eieny value of E = 0.97. Conerning the s21 pa-
rameter, its variation is larger that that exhibited by the rst test ase, reeting
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Figure 4.22: Test Case B - Simulated total gain radiation patterns at (a)
2.5GHz, (b) 4GHz, and () 5.5GHz.
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Figure 4.23: Test Case B - Comparison between simulated and measured values
of total gain at (a)-(b) 2.5GHz, ()-(d) 4GHz, and (e)-(f ) 5.5GHz in the
(a)-()-(e) horizontal (θ = 90o) and (b)-(d)-(f ) vertial plane (φ = 90o).
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the slightly lower value of F = 0.95. Moreover, simulated and experimental data
are again in good agreement.
Finally, Fig. 4.22 shows the three-dimensional total gain radiation patterns
of the synthesized antenna at 2.5, 4, and 5.5GHz. The antenna ats like a
standard dipole antenna, showing an almost omnidiretional behavior in the
horizontal plane, onrming the obtained similarity values shown in Fig. 4.20.
For ompleteness, the omparisons with the experimental data in the horizontal
and vertial planes are reported in Fig. 4.23. As it an be observed, there is a
good agreement between simulation and measurements.
4.4 Conlusion
In this hapter, a fully time domain approah for the synthesis of UWB antenna
systems has been presented. The nal antenna onguration is determined by
means of an integrated strategy based on a spline representation of the antenna
geometry, an analysis of the antenna performane ompletely arried out in the
time domain, and a PSO proedure. In order to point out the eetiveness of the
proposed tehnique, both numerial and experimental results have been shown.
Firstly, the optimization proess has been analyzed by studying the evolution
over the iterations of both the antenna geometry and performane. Seondly,
the behavior of the synthesized antenna in the time domain has been analyzed
by means of numerial simulations. Finally, the obtained results have been trans-
lated into the frequeny domain and ompared with measurements performed in
an anehoi hamber. The agreement between simulated and measured data in-
diates the proposed tehnique as an eient methodology for the synthesis of
UWB antenna systems.
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Chapter 5
Synthesis of Multiband Antennas
Today's ompetitive market requires multimode apabilities for eah wireless
devie beause of the rising demand for new higher-speed mobile broadband and
multifuntion appliations. On the other hand, mobile handsets are haraterized
by smaller and smaller sizes and redued weights thanks to the progress of modern
integrating iruit tehnology and following the users' needs. To this end, the
design of suitable RF front-ends plays a very important and ritial role. As a
matter of fat, it is usually neessary to integrate the RF-part (i.e., the whole
set of wireless interfaes) in only one antenna. Suh a requirement beomes
even more hallenging when also a high degree of miniaturization is required.
Moreover, to satisfy a standard onstraint of today's ommuniation devies, the
antennas must be easily manufatured and integrated into system boards.
Conerning the dimension requirement, the use of onventional monopole-
like antennas is generally avoided beause of their relatively large sizes when
ompared to that of the devie itself [67℄. A more eetive solution onsiders
mirostrip planar radiators, whih are more easily adaptable to the shape of the
handset at hand. Moreover, they present other advantages suh as low prole,
heap ost, light weight, robustness, and suitability for mass prodution. How-
ever, standard half-wavelength mirostrip antennas at the operating frequenies
of modern mobile appliations (e.g., DVBH) turn out to be still too large for an
eient integration into a miniaturized mobile devie.
As regards to the multiband operation [68℄, new strategies are under develop-
ment for integrating multiple funtionalities and reduing, at the same time, both
osts and omplexity. Suh a task is usually addressed by using duplexers along
with band-pass lters in the reeiving and transmitting paths. Unfortunately,
suh a solution needs Surfae Aousti Wave (SAW) lters and Low Noise Am-
pliers (LNAs) with a non-negligible inrease of the osts and of the dimensions.
Some attempts to minimize the oupied spae have been done by integrating
on-hip the LNA. Nevertheless, further eorts are devoted to avoid the use of
external lters in order to redue the number of omponents and to simplify the
board layout. Towards this end, a possible solution onsists in moving the fre-
queny seletivity funtions loser to the antenna. In other words, this means
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that the radiating system must show an adequate impedane mathing within
eah band of operation without external omponents.
This is often obtained by properly modifying the referene geometry of a
suitable radiation element. Examples of suh a design proedure an be found
in [69℄-[74℄, where several multiband solutions based on the referene planar
inverted-F antenna (PIFA) are desribed. However, it should be pointed out that
exessive modiations and omplex designs might strongly modify the original
antenna impedane mathing parameters (e.g., the V SWR or the S11 sattering
parameter) as well as the orresponding radiations indexes (e.g., the eieny,
the radiation patterns, and the polarization). Moreover, the arhitetural om-
plexity of the radiator ertainly auses an inrease in the manufaturing osts
[75℄.
Another promising approah to synthesize miniaturized and multiband radi-
ators exploits the positive features of fratal shapes [76℄[77℄. As a matter of fat,
the self-similarity property of the fratal shapes is suitable to obtain a multi-
frequeny resonanes. In literature, many fratal antennas have been disussed.
The Sierpinski Gasket fratal monopole antenna has been widely studied as a
solution for multi-frequeny systems. It was introdued in [78℄ by Puente et al.
who showed that the self-similarity properties of the fratal shape are diretly
translated into the eletromagneti behavior of the antenna. Further investiga-
tions and a omparison with the well-known bow-tie antenna are provided in
[79℄. Conerning the design of eletrially small antennas, the Koh monopole
antenna is often used. Its behavior has been numerially and experimentally
analysed in [80℄, while the relation between its multiple resonant frequenies and
the fratal dimension has been disussed in [81℄. Finally, a omparison with
other wire monopole antennas is reported in [82℄. A review of some other fratal
geometries useful in antenna engineering suh as the Hilbert urve or the fratal
tree is reported in [83℄.
Unfortunately, standard fratal antennas present an harmoni behavior rather
than a real multiband behavior. This is, for example, the ase of the standard
Koh monopole antenna presented in [80℄. A possible solution onsists in per-
turbing the fratal geometry. This adds some degrees of freedom in the antenna
synthesis proess in order to ustomize the antenna performane to dierent ap-
pliations. The eetiveness of suh a solution has been demonstrated in several
published papers. In [81℄ it has been shown that the variation of the indentation
angle of the Koh geometry aets the primary resonant frequeny, the input
resistane at this resonane, and the ratio of the rst two resonant frequenies
of dipole antennas using this geometry. In [84℄, a dual-band antenna based on a
perturbed Koh geometry is proposed for GPS appliations. In order to obtain
the multiband behavior, the parameters of the fratal shape are optimized with-
out the need to insert any lumped element. Finally, the performanes in terms of
VSWR values and gain funtions of a pre-fratal Koh-like antenna operating in
the Wi-Max band are ompared with those of a standard resonant quarter wave
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monopole in [85℄. Regarding the Sierpinski geometry, Puente et al. presented in
[86℄ that the spaing between the bands of a Sierpinski antenna an be ontrolled
by modifying the harateristi sale fator of the fratal struture. However, a
worsening of the input impedane of the rst resonane was visible [87℄. Towards
this end, further investigations have been performed in [87℄ in order to add ex-
ibility in the design proess. As a matter of fat, the fundamental frequeny
math was improved as well as the band alloation, where a dual saling fator
was ahieved. Variations of the Sierpinski geometry have been analysed also in
[88℄ in order to obtain a physially small monopole antenna with high eieny
operating in the ISM bands. Finally, a three-band antenna based on a perturbed
Sierpinski fratal geometry has been presented in [89℄.
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5.1 Fratal-shaped Antennas
In this setion, starting from the preliminary analysis reported in [90℄, the idea of
perturbing the fratal geometry is further investigated to develop an automati
approah for the synthesis of multiband antennas, whose working frequenies
are fully tunable. Towards this end, the eets aused by the variation of the
geometrial parameters of fratal antennas are arefully analysed to dene some
a-priori rules for the synthesis of eient antennas. In partiular, the Sierpinski
and the Koh fratal antenna will be onsidered. However, suh an analysis an
be easily extended to any fratal antenna struture. In order to dene some an-
alyti relations for the behavior of the resonant frequenies, a set of desriptive
parameters of the antenna geometry is rstly dened. Suessively, the perfor-
manes of the antenna struture varying its desriptors are studied by means
of numerial simulations. However, sine only an exhaustive analysis of all the
parameters would provide an analyti synthesis tool, the obtained relations are
exploited to provide a suitable initialization for a global optimization proedure.
Suh an optimization proedure is based on a Partile Swarm Optimizer (PSO)
[8℄ and it is aimed at identifying an antenna struture tting a set of requirements
in terms of impedane mathing and size redution.
5.1.1 Fratals
As originally intended by Mandelbrot [4℄, fratals are omplex shapes harater-
ized by an inherent self-similarity in their geometrial struture. They are the
result of the study of the biologial strutures that nature has optimized during
millions of years of evolution. As a matter of fat, unlike lassial Eulidean
shapes, fratals an be protably used to model the geometries of omplex natu-
ral objets suh as oastlines, louds, snowakes, galaxies, et [83℄[91℄. However,
thanks to their unique harateristis, fratal geometries have reently been in-
trodued in the eld of the antenna design in order to obtain a new lass of
radiating strutures.
In general, there is not a strit denition of fratal geometries [92℄. They
are generated by iteratively applying a geometri generator to a starting Eu-
lidean geometry, alled initiator. Suh a proedure an ontinue for an innite
number of times, resulting in a nal urve, whose struture is innitely intriate
and not dierentiable at any point [92℄[77℄. However, there are several geomet-
ri harateristis that an be used to desribe fratals [76℄. Among them, the
self-similarity and the spae-lling apability are the more interesting proper-
ties from an antenna design point of view. The rst one indiates that small
regions of the geometry have the same shape of the whole struture, but on a
redued sale. Objets owning suh a property an be expeted to show a simi-
lar eletromagneti behavior at dierent frequenies. Consequently, they an be
protably used in order to design multiband antennas [93℄. The seond one is
instead related to the fat that fratal geometries usually fall between the lassi-
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Figure 5.1: Fratal antenna geometries onsidered in the perturbation analysis.
(a) Sierpinski antenna and (b) Koh antenna.
al denitions of lines, planes or volumes. For example, a line an grow in suh a
way that it eetively almost ll the entire plane. In this sense, a fratal an be
a line that approahes a plane [77℄. Suh an ability of fratal urves to be very
long oupying a ompat physial spae an be exploited to design eletrially
small antennas [92℄.
Mathematially, a fratal geometry an be dened by means of the fratal
dimension parameter given by
D =
ln (N)
− ln (γ)
(5.1)
where N is the number of opies of the whole geometry, and γ is the sale fator
of eah opy. Suh a parameter gives an indiation about the omplexity and the
spae-lling apaity of the fratal shape. For instane, at eah fratal iteration
the Koh urve [80℄ is onstituted by N = 4 opies of the urve at the previous
iteration saled by a fator γ = 1
3
. Consequently, the fratal dimension of a Koh
urve is approximately D = 1.26, meaning that it oupies more spae than a
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monodimensional segment, but less than a lled two-dimensional area.
Fratals are abstrat objets that annot be physially implemented. There-
fore, when applied to antenna synthesis problems, some related geometries have
to be onsidered. These geometries, usually alled pre-fratals [94℄, an be
used to approah an ideal fratal and to extrat some of the advantages that
an theoretially be obtained by the mathematial abstrations. In general,
pre-fratals derease the omplexity of the fratal geometry, by eliminating the
intriaies that are not distinguishable in a partiular appliations. As regards
antenna synthesis, this means that the geometri strutures whose lengths are
muh smaller than a wavelength in the band of interest, and that usually ap-
pear for high fratal iterations, an be avoided [95℄. In the following, the term
fratal antenna will be used to intend antennas whose geometries are based on
pre-fratals.
5.1.2 Fratal Perturbation
Two dierent kind of fratal antennas have been onsidered in the perturbation
analysis: the Sierpinski antenna and the Koh antenna. The Sierpinski antenna
is haraterized by a planar geometry, that an be univoally desribed at eah
fratal iteration k by the following vetor of geometri parameters
wk =
{
m
(k)
ij ; i = 1, ..., 3
k; j = 1, 2, 3
}
(5.2)
where m
(k)
ij is the j-th side of the i-th triangle onstituting the antenna struture
at the k-th fratal iteration. On the other hand, the linear geometry of the Koh
antenna an be desribed by
zk =
{
n
(k)
ij , θ
(k)
il ; i = 1, ..., 4
k−1; j = 1, ..., 4; l = 1, 2
}
(5.3)
where n
(k)
ij and θ
(k)
il indiate the j-th segment and the l-th angle haraterizing
the shape of the i-th Koh generator at the k-th fratal iteration, respetively.
The eets of the variations of the geometri parameters at the iteration k have
been evaluated in terms of the shift of the rst two resonant frequenies f
(k)
1 and
f
(k)
2 .
Let us rst onsider the Sierpinski antenna at the rst fratal iteration (k =
1), whose geometry (normalized with respet to the antenna length LS) is re-
ported in Fig. 5.1(a). In order to have the equilateral outside border, the
following onstraints are imposed on the antenna struture: m
(1)
21 = 1 − m
(1)
11 ,
m
(1)
32 = 1 − m
(1)
22 , and m
(1)
13 = 1 − m
(1)
33 . Moreover, to avoid any reliane on the
working frequeny, the resonant frequenies have been normalized suh that
f˜
(1)
i =
f
(1)
i − f
(SS)
i
f
(SS)
i
; i = 1, 2 (5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Perturbation analysis. Behavior of the normalized resonant frequen-
ies of the Sierpinski antenna varying the m
(1)
11 parameter.
where f
(SS)
i indiates the i-th resonane of the standard Sierpinski monopole
antenna
(
m
(1)
11 = m
(1)
22 = m
(1)
33 = 0.5
)
.
To illustrate some representative results from the analysis, two dierent test
ases are reported in the following. The rst one is aimed at verifying the eets
of varying m
(1)
11 while keeping the other set to m
(1)
22 = m
(1)
33 = 0.5. The normalized
rst and seond resonant frequenies are shown in Fig. 5.2. A sinusoidal behavior
haraterized by the following relations
f˜
(1)
1 = 0.02 cos
(
16.1m
(1)
11 − 1.6
)
f˜
(1)
2 = 0.1 cos
(
3.7m
(1)
11 − 0.3
)
(5.5)
is obtained for both the resonant frequenies. However, the entity of the shift
is ompletely dierent. As a matter of fat, the maximum shift of the rst
resonane is about ±2% with respet to standard Sierpinski antenna, while that
of the seond one reahes ±10%. Suh a behavior suggests that the seond
resonant frequeny is mainly driven by the length of m
(1)
11 (or equivalently, by the
length of m
(1)
21 ), while the position of the rst one is mainly due to the length of
the side of the outside triangle, i.e.
(
m
(1)
11 +m
(1)
21
)
.
In the seond test ase, m
(1)
22 is varied in the range
[
1
10
, 9
10
]
whilem
(1)
11 = m
(1)
33 =
0.5. The obtained frequeny shifts are shown in Fig. 5.3. The position of both
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Figure 5.3: Perturbation analysis. Behavior of the normalized resonant frequen-
ies of the Sierpinski antenna varying the m
(1)
22 parameter.
the resonanes varies following a quadrati trend, desribed by
f˜
(1)
1 = −0.07 + 0.3− 0.3
(
m
(1)
22
)2
f˜
(1)
2 = −0.03 + 0.13− 0.13
(
m
(1)
22
)2
.
(5.6)
The variation is symmetrial with respet to the position with m
(1)
22 = 0.5 and
its magnitude is not larger than 5% and 2% for the rst and the seond reso-
nane, respetively. Suh a result onrms that the position of the rst resonant
frequeny is mainly ontrolled by the dimensions of the outside triangle, but it
also shows that the perturbation of the top side of the antenna geometry nearly
does not aet the position of the seond resonane. This is due to the fat the
urrent ows from the bottom to the top of the antenna on the tilted sides. As a
matter of fat, the analysis of the perturbation of the m
(1)
33 parameter (here not
reported) provides the same results obtained with the rst test ase.
Similar test ases have been analysed for the Koh monopole antenna at the
rst fratal iteration, whose normalized geometry with respet to the antenna
size LK is shown in Fig. 5.1(b). In the following some representative results
are reported. The following onstraints are imposed on the antenna struture:
n
(1)
13 = n
(1)
12 , θ
(1)
21 = θ
(1)
11 , and n
(1)
14 = 1−n
(1)
11 −2n
(1)
12 cos
(
θ
(1)
11
)
. The last requirement
fores the antenna to always oupy the same area. Moreover, as in the ase
of the Sierpinski antenna, the resonant frequenies have been normalized with
respet to the resonant frequenies f
(KS)
i of a standard Koh monopole antenna
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Figure 5.4: Perturbation analysis. Behavior of the normalized resonant frequen-
ies of the Koh antenna varying the n
(1)
11 parameter.
haraterized by n
(1)
11 = n
(1)
12 =
1
3
and θ
(1)
11 =
pi
3
, i.e.,
f˜
(1)
i =
f
(1)
i − f
(KS)
i
f
(KS)
i
; i = 1, 2. (5.7)
The rst test ase deals with the variation of the n
(1)
11 parameter in the range[
0, 2
3
]
while n
(1)
12 =
1
3
and θ
(1)
11 =
pi
3
. It turns out that both the rst and the seond
resonant frequenies present a sinusoidal behavior (Fig. 5.4) desribed by
f˜
(1)
1 = −0.03 + 0.05 cos
(
1.87n
(1)
11 + 0.36
)
f˜
(1)
2 = 0.02 cos
(
8.38n
(1)
11 + 1.9
)
.
(5.8)
As it an be observed, the variation is not larger that ±3% for both the res-
onanes. This is essentially due to the fat that the perturbation of n
(1)
11 does
not hange the overall length of the antenna. However, sine the seond reso-
nant frequeny is higher than the rst one, it moves faster than the rst one, as
demonstrated by the dierent periods of the two sinusoids.
The eets of the perturbation of n
(1)
12 are analysed in the seond test ase.
Figure 5.5 shows the behavior of the resonant frequenies when n
(1)
12 is varied in
the range
[
0, 2
3
]
while n
(1)
11 =
1
3
and θ
(1)
11 =
pi
3
. The positions of the resonanes
hange with linear trends desribed by
f˜
(1)
1 = 0.23− 0.65n
(1)
12
f˜
(1)
2 = 0.28− 0.74n
(1)
12
(5.9)
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Figure 5.5: Perturbation analysis. Behavior of the normalized resonant frequen-
ies of the Koh antenna varying the n
(1)
12 parameter.
and haraterized by a variation that is almost from −20% to 20%. As expeted,
sine the perturbation of suh a parameter varies the physial length of the
antenna, the eets on the resonant frequenies are muh more evident.
Finally, let us onsider the Koh monopole antenna at the seond fratal
iteration (k = 2) and analyse the eets of perturbing n
(2)
11 with the onstraint
that n
(2)
21 = n
(2)
31 = n
(2)
31 = n
(2)
11 . The obtained results are shown in Fig. 5.6. As it
an be notied, both the rst and the seond resonant frequenies vary aording
to a linear behavior, whose desribing relations are
f˜
(2)
1 = −0.1− 0.03n
(2)
11
f˜
(2)
2 = −0.1− 0.04n
(2)
11 .
(5.10)
Moreover, the maximum variation is less than 2% for the rst resonane and less
than 3% for the seond one, thus reeting the results obtained in the rst test
ase, i.e. varying n
(1)
11 when k = 1. However, both the resonant frequenies are
shifted towards the lower frequenies of about 10% with respet to those of the
Koh antenna at the rst fratal iteration. Clearly, this is due to the inrement
of the overall antenna length aused by the seond fratal iteration.
5.1.3 Antenna Synthesis
From the few examples shown in the previous setion, it is evident that the
perturbation analysis an provide very useful information about what are the
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Figure 5.6: Perturbation analysis. Behavior of the normalized resonant frequen-
ies of the Koh antenna varying the n
(2)
11 parameter.
geometri parameters aeting more the resonant behavior of the antenna. How-
ever, an exhaustive analysis is not possible, sine the number of these parameters
inreases with the fratal iteration. Moreover, also the eets of the ombined
perturbation of several parameters should be studied. For these reasons, the
identiation of a unique formula that allows the predition of the positions of
the resonant frequenies of the antenna on the basis of its geometrial parameters
is not feasible task.
From an engineering perspetive, the relations obtained varying the dierent
antenna desriptors, give a set of a-priori information that an be exploited as a
suitable initialization for a suessive optimization proess aimed at identifying
the best solution, i.e., the optimal antenna parameters. As a matter of fat, a
good initialization usually results in an eient method for minimizing the time
as well as the omputational required resoures.
The optimization proess is aimed at tting a set of requirements in terms
of impedane mathing at the input port in the bands of interest, and in terms
of size redution ompared to a standard quarter-wave monopole antenna. More
speially, let us denote with fbL and fbH the lowest and the highest frequeny
of the b-th band where the antenna is required to operate, respetively. The
impedane mathing requirement an be dened by means of the VSWR param-
eter Ω as
Ω (f) ≤ V SWRmax f ∈ [fbL, fbH ] ; b = 1, ..., B (5.11)
where V SWRmax is a user-dened threshold and B is the number of bands of
interest. Conerning the geometrial onstraints, the antenna should respet
L ≤ Lmax where L = {LS, LK} and Lmax indiates the maximum admissible
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antenna size.
In order to satisfy the projet guidelines, the following ost funtionΨ, dened
as the least-square dierene between requirements and estimated speiations,
Ψ (ξ) =
B∑
b=1
I−1∑
i=0
{
max
[
0,
Ω (fbL + i∆fb)− V SWRmax
V SWRmax
]}
(5.12)
is optimized. In (5.12) ξ ∈ {wk, zk} is the array desribing the antenna struture,
i∆fb is the sampling frequeny interval in the b-th band, and Ω (fbL + i∆fb) is
the VSWR value at the frequeny fbL + i∆fb when ξk is onsidered.
The minimization of the ost funtion in (5.12) is arried out by means of
an automati proess whose main building bloks are a PSO and a Method-of-
Moment (MoM) [26℄ eletromagneti simulator. More in detail, an initial set
of T trial solutions ξqt is randomly generated at the rst step (q = 0) of the
optimization proess. For eah array ξqt , the orresponding antenna struture is
generated, and its performane are evaluated by means of the MoM simulator.
Starting from the alulated VSWR values, the tness value Ψqt = Ψ (ξ
q
t ) of the
trial antenna is omputed through the ost funtion (5.12). On the basis of the
tness values and aording to the PSO logi, the antenna desriptors in ξqt are
iteratively updated until q = Q (Q being the maximum number of iterations) or
Ψq=qconvopt = Ψ
(
ξq=qconvopt
)
≤ η (5.13)
where η is the onvergene threshold and Ψq=qconvopt = mint {Ψ
q=qconv
t }.
5.1.4 Numerial and Experimental Validation
This setion is aimed at presenting a representative test ases demonstrating the
eetiveness of the proposed synthesis approah. More speially, numerial
and experimental results regarding the design of a Sierpinski fratal antenna will
be disussed. The optimized planar antenna works in three dierent frequeny
bands and it is suitable to be integrated in multimode wireless devies. It is fed
by a single RF port without any mathing iruit and it operates in a DVBH
hannel and at GSM and UMTS frequeny bands.
The geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 5.7. As it an be observed,
the referene shape is a planar Sierpinski pre-fratal where three iteration stages
(s = 0, 1, 2) have been onsidered to set three dierent resonanes [79℄. From a
geometri point of view, the antenna struture is uniquely dened by the follow-
ing desriptors
χ = {U,W, Pi = (Xi, Yi) ; i = 1, ..., 15} (5.14)
where U and W are the length and the width of the input setion, respetively.
Moreover, (Xi, Yi) i = 1, ..., 15 are the oordinates of the vertexes of the void
triangles in Fig. 5.7 desriptive of the antenna geometry.
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Figure 5.7: Geometry of the multimode three-band antenna.
Sine the antenna is required to be ompat (maximum size 8× 8 [cm2]) and
to simultaneously operate at three dierent frequeny bands, the user-dened
onstraints require V SWR values lower than 2.5 at the enter of eah frequeny
band and smaller than 3.0 along the whole bandwidths, respetively. As regards
to the synthesis proess, a swarm of R = 5 partiles has been randomly initialized
and iteratively updated aording to the PSO logi until a solution tting the
user-dened requirements has been found. In Fig. 5.8, the behavior of the ost
funtion Φ over the iterations (kconv = 50) is given. For ompleteness, the ost
funtion mean value µΦ as well as the standard deviation σΦ are reported. As
regards to the optimization results, Figure 5.9 shows a satter plot of the V SWR
values at kconv. Eah point of the plot indiates the simulated V SWR value at
the enter of a frequeny band in orrespondene with a swarm solution. As it
an be observed, all the trial solutions at the onvergene meet the performane
requirements in the GSM and UMTS bands, but only one representative point
(i.e., only one trial solution) falls below V SWR = 2.5 in the DVBH band.
Taking into aount the onstraints on the shape and eletri behavior of
the devie at hand, the following values of the antenna desriptors have been
identied at the end of the PSO-based optimization proess. The dimensions of
the input setion turns out to be U = 0.28mm and W = 0.12mm. Moreover,
the oordinates of the ontrol points (in [m℄) result: P1 = (4.5, 0.1), P2 =
(0.0, 7.4), P3 = (6.6, 7.4), P4 = (1.0, 5.8), P5 = (5.2, 7.4), P6 = (5.8, 4.3), P7 =
(1.8, 4.7), P8 = (4.7, 4.7), P9 = (5.5, 3.4), P10 = (0.3, 7.0), P11 = (2.5, 7.4),
P12 = (3.3, 6.7), P13 = (5.4, 6.2), P14 = (6.2, 7.4), and P15 = (6.4, 6.7). As
a marosopi result, the antenna prototype overs an area of 6.6 × 7.4 cm2.
More speially, the maximum linear dimension of the antenna at the highest
wavelength of operation is equal to 0.15λ with a redution of more than 40%
with respet to the orresponding quarter-wave resonant monopole.
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Figure 5.8: Behaviors of the ost funtion statistis during the iterative PSO
optimization.
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Wireless Frequeny Band VSWR VSWR
Servie [MHz] Centerband on Band
DVBH 606÷ 614 2.4 2.5
GSM 1800÷ 1900 1.2 1.8
UMTS 2000÷ 2200 1.3 1.9
Table 5.1: Simulated performanes.
Figure 5.10: Three-band Antenna Prototype.
In order to validate the eieny and reliability of the proposed antenna some
numerial and experimental results are reported. To perform the experimental
measurements, a prototype of the antenna has been built (Fig. 5.10) on a planar
dieletri substrate (Arlon: thikness h = 0.8mm, relative permittivity εr =
3.38, tan δ = 0.002 at f = 10GHz). The prototype, fed by a single 50Ω RF
port onneted to the antenna struture in P1 and mounted on a metalli ground
plane, has been used to ollet both VSWR and radiation patterns measurements
in an anehoi hamber.
The eletri performanes of the synthesized antenna are summarized in Tab.
5.1. As far as the impedane mathing is onerned, Figure 5.11 shows a ompar-
ison between measured and simulated VSWR values. As expeted, the antenna
resonanes are loated at the enter of a DVBH hannel (fDV BH0 = 610MHz),
in the higher GSM band (fGSM18000 = 1850MHz), and in orrespondene with
the UMTS band (fUMTS0 = 2100MHz). Besides the good agreement between
the two plots (i.e., numerial and measured values), the antenna shows a good
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Figure 5.11: Simulated and measured VSWR values.
impedane mathing in the GSM band (1.2 ≤ V SWRGSM1800simulated ≤ 1.8, 1.6 ≤
V SWRGSM1800measured ≤ 2.1) and in the UMTS band (1.3 ≤ V SWR
UMTS
simulated ≤ 1.9,
1.3 ≤ V SWRUMTSmeasured ≤ 1.8). On the other hand, an aeptable mathing has
been also obtained at the lowest working frequeny devoted to the reeption of
a DVBH hannel (2.4 ≤ V SWRDVBHsimulated ≤ 2.5, 2.2 ≤ V SWR
DV BH
measured ≤ 2.3).
Higher VSWR values in this latter band are mainly aused by the onstraint on
the antenna size. As a matter of fat, a V SWR value below 2 : 1 an be easily
reahed by relaxing the miniaturization requirement (e.g., from 8 × 8 [cm2] to
9.5.× 9.5 [cm2]).
As regards to the radiation properties, Figure 5.12 shows the simulated three-
dimensional gain patterns omputed at the enter of eah frequeny band. As it
an be observed, the radiation pattern is monopole-like at the lowest frequeny
[Fig. 5.12(a)℄, while some variations our when the working frequeny inreases
[Fig. 5.12(b)-()℄. As a matter of fat, the antenna tends to work like a half-wave
monopole in the highest frequeny bands. Suh a behavior is further pointed out
by the appearane of additional lobes in the radiation diagram. Nevertheless, the
omnidiretional behavior along the horizontal plane makes the antenna suitable
for mobile wireless devies.
For ompleteness, the numerial values are ompared with the measurements
at the horizontal plane (θ = 90◦) and at the vertial one (φ = 90◦) (Fig. 5.13).
One again, measurements and simulations turn out to be in good agreement
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 5.12: Simulated 3D radiation patterns - (a) Total gain at fDV BH0 =
610MHz; (b) Total gain at fGSM18000 = 1850MHz; () Total gain at f
UMTS
0 =
2100MHz.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated and measured radiation patterns - (a) Horizontal plane
(θ = 90◦) at fDV BH0 = 610MHz; (b) Vertial plane (φ = 90
◦
) at fDVBH0 =
610MHz; () Horizontal plane (θ = 90◦) at fGSM18000 = 1850MHz; (d) Vertial
plane (φ = 90◦) at fGSM18000 = 1850MHz; (e) Horizontal plane (θ = 90
◦
) at
fUMTS0 = 2100MHz; (f ) Vertial plane (φ = 90
◦
) at fUMTS0 = 2100MHz.
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(a)
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()
Figure 5.14: Simulated surfae urrents at (a) fDVBH0 = 610MHz, (b)
fGSM18000 = 1850MHz, and () f
UMTS
0 = 2100MHz.
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although some dierene are present in the UMTS band [Fig. 5.13(e)-(f )℄. They
an be asribed to the non-ideal behavior of the measurement environment at
higher frequenies.
Finally, the simulated behaviors of the surfae urrents are shown in Fig. 5.14.
As expeted and beause of the multi-band operation, the plots at the dierent
frequenies signiantly dier. Moreover, the variations of the surfae urrent
along the longitudinal diretion show a trend similar to that of a quarter-wave
monopole in the DVBH band [Fig. 5.14(a)℄, while they turn out to be lose to
that of a half-wave monopole at the higher working frequenies [Fig. 5.14(b)-()℄.
5.1.5 Conlusion
In this setion, the perturbation of the geometry of dierent fratal antennas has
been arefully analysed. Suh an analysis has been arried out by studying the
variations of the resonant frequenies of the antenna aused by the modiation
of its geometri desriptors. The result is a set of analyti relations that an be
exploited in the design phase of the antenna. Unfortunately, only an exhaustive
analysis of all the possible perturbations of the geometry and their ombinations
would provide an analyti tool able to orretly predit the resonant behavior
of the antenna. This kind of solution is learly omputationally too expensive
and it beomes ompletely unfeasible when high fratal iterations are onsidered.
Consequently, the obtained relations have been used as a suitable initialization
of an optimization proedure aimed at identifying the set of antenna parameters
tting all the projet requirements. As a matter of fat, a good initialization
an redue both the time and the omputational resoures required by the the
optimization proedure. The eetiveness of the synthesis approah has been
demonstrated by reporting a representative result onerning the synthesis of a
three-band Sierpinski fratal antenna. Further investigations will be aimed at
analysing other antenna harateristis suh as the gain, the radiation patterns,
or the bandwidth.
5.2 Spline-shaped Antennas
In this setion, a preliminary assessment of an approah based on spline shapes
for multi-band systems is presented. Unlike other methods, the multi-band be-
havior is obtained by modifying a spline urve, whih desribes the antenna
geometry. Suh a simple desription allows one to generate in an easy fash-
ion several andidate ongurations aimed at satisfying both dimensional and
eletrial user-dened requirements. The results are heap and low prole PCB
antennas suitable for integration and mass prodution, as well.
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5.2.1 Antenna Design
Let us onsider a mirostrip struture printed on a planar dieletri substrate.
The geometry of the proposed antenna (Fig. 5.15) model is based on the Spline
representation disussed in Set. 3.1. Hene, the antenna geometry turns out to
be uniquely identied by the values of the desriptive vetor
s = {(yi, zi) ; i = 1, ..., N ; aj ; j = 1, ..., 4} (5.15)
whih inludes the oordinates of the ontrol points {Pi = (yi, zi) ; i = 1, ..., N}
governing the spline urve that identies the radiating part of the antenna, and
a set of geometrial variables {aj; j = 1, ..., 4} that desribes the remaining part
of the antenna struture.
As far as projet onstraints are onerned, the antenna must be able to
operate over B frequeny bands whose lower and higher limits are denoted by
fΨLi and f
Ψ
Hi, respetively, with i = 1, ..., B. Towards this end, the good impedane
math is ensured by requiring the antenna to exhibit V SWR values lower than a
xed threshold value V SWRth over the operating bands. Moreover, in order to
avoid the reeption of unwanted signals, a minimum threshold value V SWRRej
is imposed on the antenna impedane math behavior in the frequeny ranges
from fΥLj to f
Υ
Hj , j = 1, ..., B − 1, separating the operating bands. Conerning
the geometrial onstraints, the size of the antenna support must be limited to
an area of ymax × zmaxmm
2
.
The optimal shape of the antenna (i.e., s
opt
) is determined by tting the set of
user-dened onstraints and onsidering an iterative proedure [42℄ whose main
bloks are an eletromagneti simulator based on the method-of-moment (MoM)
[26℄ and a Partile Swarm Optimizer (PSO) [8℄. Towards this end, the following
ost funtion Ψ (s) is adopted
Ψ (s) =
B∑
i=1
Ψi (s) +
B−1∑
j=1
Υj (s) (5.16)
where
Ψi (s) =
∫ fΨ
Hi
fΨ
Li
max
{
0,
V SWR (f)− V SWRth
V SWRth
}
df i = 1, ..., B (5.17)
are the terms onerned with the B operating bands, while
Υj (s) =
∫ fΥHj
fΥ
Lj
max
{
0,
V SWRRej − V SWR (f)
V SWRRej
}
df j = 1, ..., B − 1 (5.18)
are the terms related to the rejetion bands.
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Figure 5.15: Antenna geometry - (a) Front view and (b) bak view.
5.2.2 Numerial and Experimental Validation
In reent years, there has been a signiant development of wireless ommu-
niation systems for loal area networks (WLANs). This has failitated the
onnetion and the data exhange between wireless devies, suh as laptops,
routers, PCs, and other portable wireless devies. For these appliations, the
Wi-Fi standard (IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n) operating at 2.4 and 5 GHz is one of the
most ommonly used [96℄[97℄. Therefore, there is a growing demand of radiating
devies suitable for Wi-Fi appliations.
In order to assess the eetiveness of the proposed synthesis approah, a
representative result regarding the design of a dual-band PCB antenna suitable
for Wi-Fi appliations is desribed. The proposed antenna is suitable for Wi-Fi
bands and it guarantees good impedane mathing onditions at the working
frequenies entered at 2.448GHz and 5.512GHz. More in detail, an antenna
struture haraterized by N = 14 ontrol points has been optimized in order
to operate from fΨL1 = 2.412GHz up to f
Ψ
H1 = 2.484GHz and from f
Ψ
L2 =
5.150GHz up to fΨH2 = 5.875GHz with V SWR values lower than V SWRth = 2.
Moreover, in order to fore a true dual-band behavior the antenna is required to
exhibit a rejetion band with V SWR values greater than V SWRRej = 10 from
fΥL1 = 3.5GHz to f
Υ
H1 = 4.0GHz. Conerning the geometrial onstraints, the
maximum antenna dimensions have been set to ymax = zmax = 70mm.
After the optimization proess, the geometri parameters of the prototype
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Figure 5.16: Antenna Prototype - (a) Front view and (b) bak view.
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Figure 5.17: Simulated and measured VSWR values.
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turned out to be: a1 = 50.1mm, a2 = 9.6mm, a3 = 4.2mm, and a4 =
16.4mm. Moreover, the oordinates of the spline ontrol points resulted to
be: y1 = 4.2mm, z1 = 19.3mm, y2 = 8.1mm, z2 = 20.2mm, y3 = 1.7mm,
z3 = 25.7mm, y4 = 8.0mm, z4 = 27.2mm, y5 = 2.7mm, z5 = 36.0mm,
y6 = 2.8mm, z6 = 33.6mm, y7 = 3.0mm, z7 = 25.7mm, y8 = 1.9mm,
z8 = 25.7mm, y9 = 2.6mm, z9 = 37.8mm, y10 = 2.6mm, z10 = 41.3mm,
y11 = 7.5mm, z11 = 32.7mm, y12 = 6.4mm, z12 = 41.2mm, y13 = 8.1mm,
z13 = 43.0mm, y14 = 0.0mm, and z14 = 44.3mm. As it an be veried, the
synthesized solution ts the size requirement being haraterized by an overall
dimension of 50.2× 19.2mm2.
The performanes of the dual-band spline-shaped antenna have been numer-
ially and experimentally evaluated. Towards this end, a prototype of the syn-
thesized antenna (Fig. 5.16) has been printed with a photo-lithographi proess
on an Arlon dieletri substrate (εr = 3.38) of 0.78mm thikness. The prototype
has been equipped with a SMA onnetor and fed by a oaxial able in order to
measure its eletrial parameters.
As far as the impedane mathing is onerned, Figure 5.17 shows a om-
parison between simulated and measured VSWR values. As it an be notied,
there is a good agreement between measured and simulated values over the en-
tire frequeny range. Moreover, the obtained results onrm that the antenna
design as well as the orresponding prototype t the projet guidelines showing
a VSWR lower than 2 in both the Wi-Fi operating bands. The measured band-
widths turn out to be quite large. The former is equal to 500MHz, from 2.1 up
to 2.6GHz, and a frational bandwidth equal to 21%. The seond one is equal
to 1.5GHz, from 4.5 up to 6GHz, with a frational bandwidth of 29%. Suh a
wideband behavior is due to the spline shape that already demonstrated, as other
planar monopole shapes, its eetiveness and reliability in designing wideband
and ultra-wideband antennas [42℄.
As regards to the radiation properties of the prototype, the three-dimensional
radiation patterns of the devie under test are displayed in Fig. 5.18. Eah di-
agram refers to the entral frequeny of a Wi − Fi working band (i.e., f1 =
2.448GHz and f2 = 5.512GHz). As expeted, the antenna behaves as a dipolar
radiator at both the working frequenies [Figs. 5.18(a)-(b)℄, showing an omnidi-
retional radiation pattern on the horizontal plane. Moreover, it an be observed
that no additional lobes appear in the radiation patterns at the higher frequeny
band onrming the multi-band behavior of the antenna. As a matter of fat,
the presene of additional lobes would indiate that the urrent mode at the
5GHz band is a simple overtone of the fundamental mode in the 2.4 GHz band,
analogous to what ours at higher frequenies with a wire monopole or a dipole
antenna. For ompleteness, the o-polar omponents [Figs. 5.18()-5.18(d)℄ and
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Figure 5.18: Simulated 3D radiation patterns - Total gain at (a) f1 = 2.448GHz
and (b) f2 = 5.512GHz. Co-polar omponent at () f1 = 2.448GHz and
(d) f2 = 5.512GHz. Cross-polar omponent at (e) f1 = 2.448GHz and (f )
f2 = 5.512GHz.
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Figure 5.19: Simulated and measured radiation patterns - Horizontal plane (θ =
90◦) at (a) f1 = 2.448GHz and (b) f2 = 5.512GHz. Vertial plane (φ = 0
◦
) at
() f1 = 2.448GHz and (d) f2 = 5.512GHz. Vertial plane (φ = 90
◦
) at (e)
f1 = 2.448GHz and (f ) f2 = 5.512GHz.
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Figure 5.20: Simulated surfae urrent - Front view at (a) f1 = 2.448GHz and
(b) f2 = 5.512GHz. Bak view at () f1 = 2.448GHz and (d) f2 = 5.512GHz.
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the ross-polar ones [Figs. 5.18(e)-5.18(f )℄ are shown, as well. As it an be
observed, the ross-polar omponents turn out to be smaller than the o-polar
ones and the orresponding maximum gain values are equal to −34 dB (vs. 2 dB)
and −24 dB (vs. 3 dB) at 2.4GHz and 5GHz, respetively. In order to further
assess and experimentally validate these indiations on the radiation features of
the antenna model, a set of measurements has been arried out by probing the
synthesized prototype in a ontrolled measurement environment. The obtained
results are shown in Fig. 5.19. One again, there is a good agreement between
simulated and measured values. The measured patterns onrm the omnidire-
tional behavior of the antenna in the horizontal plane [θ = 90◦ - Figs. 5.19(a)-
5.19(b)℄ as well as the presene of the nulls of the radiation diagrams along the
z-diretion [φ = 0◦ - Figs. 5.19()-5.19(d); φ = 90◦ - Figs. 5.19(e)-5.19(f )℄.
Finally, for ompleteness, Figure 5.20 gives a pitorial representation of the
urrents owing on the metalli surfaes of the antenna geometry. More spei-
ally, the amplitudes of the surfae urrents omputed at f1 and f2 are displayed.
As expeted, the onentration of the urrent shifts to dierent portions of the
antennas in the two dierent operating bands further onrming the true dual-
band behavior of the antenna.
5.2.3 Conlusion
In this setion, an approah for the synthesis of multiband spline-shaped antennas
has been desribed. A representative result regarding the synthesis of a dual-
band PCB antenna suitable for Wi-Fi appliations has been reported in order
to preliminarily assess the eetiveness of the proposed approah. The antenna
has been synthesized to ahieve a good impedane mathing in both the 2.4 and
5 GHz Wi-Fi bands. A prototype of the synthesized antenna has been built
on a dieletri substrate. The reliability of the antenna model as well as the
orresponding prototype has been assessed by means of numerial simulations
and experimental measurements of both eletrial and radiation parameters.
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Synthesis of UWB Aperiodi Linear
Arrays
In reent years, muh researh has been invested in nding new tehniques for
the design of array layouts that are able to operate over ultra-wide bandwidths.
In order to be onsidered ultra-wideband (UWB), an array must exhibit no
grating lobes and low sidelobe levels when the operating frequeny is inreased
greatly, or equivalently, when the eletrial distane between the elements be-
omes large. Suh properties are usually obtained by designing array layouts with
nonuniform element spaing. Among nonuniform arrays, the so-alled random
arrays have been the rst examples studied in the 1960s [98℄[99℄. The loations of
their elements are hosen randomly and independently from a probability density
distribution. One the element positions have been dened, the array represents
a partiular realization from the set of all the possible arrays determined by the
given probability distribution [100℄[101℄. One advantage of random arrays is that
they an be probabilistially analyzed [102℄ and their patterns an be predited
[103℄. Random arrays are usually void of grating lobes, however, they typially
exhibit only moderate sidelobe level suppression, making them less than ideal
for many appliations [104℄. Additionally, there is no minimum element spaing
restrition in random arrays, potentially reating issues with antenna overlap or
strong mutual oupling when the array is physially realized.
In order to avoid the issues of random arrays, various forms of optimized
aperiodi arrays have been developed. One early example derives an aperiodi
linear array layout from a periodi struture by using a Geneti Algorithm (GA)
to turn spei elements on or o [105℄. Another tehnique uses the GA to
perturb the element loations in a periodi array to obtain redued sidelobes
and grating lobes during sanning (analogous to an inrease in array bandwidth)
[106℄. These tehniques are usually limited to small array sizes due to the rapidly
inreasing sope of the optimization problem as the array grows larger.
More reently, new methodologies have arisen that aim to dene a rela-
tively large array layout using a small set of parameters. Polyfratal arrays
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[107℄[108℄[104℄ inorporate the ordered and disordered properties of fratal-random
arrays [109℄, with the use of onnetion fators and a limited set of GA-dened
generators to fully determine array layout. The reursive nature of polyfratal
arrays allows the desription of the array layout by using only a few parameters
and additionally, the iterated funtion systems employed to build the struture
are also useful for rapid beamforming alulations. Another method used to de-
sribe omplex array layouts introdued in [103℄ requires fewer parameters for
moderate sized arrays (100 to 1000 elements) by using raised power series (RPS)
representations. These tehniques allow the synthesis of aperiodi arrays that
operate over ultra-wide bandwidths with exellent sidelobe suppression and no
grating lobes. Most reently, a powerful optimization tehnique known as the
Covariane Matrix Adaption Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) has been applied
to diretly optimize the element spaings in a linear array to meet a targeted
UWB performane goal [110℄. This approah oers the main advantage of being
able to suessfully handle problems haraterized by a large number of variables
and is typially useful for optimizing arrays up to 100 elements.
The analysis and the optimization of the aforementioned arrays is usually ar-
ried out by onsidering isotropi radiating elements. However, when the array
is employed in pratial appliations, the presene of realisti antenna elements
must be taken into aount. The element must be arefully designed in order
to meet ertain design requirements. It must primarily be able to operate with
aeptable input impedane over a very large frequeny range. Several antennas
showing a good impedane mathing over an ultra-wide bandwidth have been
proposed over the past deade. Their designs are usually based on the optimiza-
tion of the geometrial desriptors of referene shapes, suh as triangles [111℄,
retangles [112℄, irles [59℄, bow-tie strutures [113℄, and ellipses [60℄[114℄. These
tehniques allow the desription of the geometrial harateristis of the antenna
in a simple and eetive way, however, they lak exibility in generating the
variety of dierent antenna ongurations whih are usually required to fulll
diult design requirements.
An alternative and muh more exible approah is to represent the antenna
geometry with spline urves. The spline representation allows the denition of
omplex urvilinear shapes whih are desribed by a small set of ontrol points.
In [115℄ a broadband planar dipole antenna whose ontour is modeled with a
spline urve was presented. The design begins with a standard ared dipole
antenna with a irular and a retangular setion; the nal antenna geometry
is obtained by way of a GA optimization proedure that determines the posi-
tions of a set of ontrol points whih dene the irular shape. Similarly, John
et al. proposed in [116℄ the use of a spline urve to desribe the ontour of a
printed monopole antenna. The optimization is also arried out by means of a
GA, however, the positions of the ontrol points are not varied starting from a
referene urve as in [115℄. The same authors then extended the spline repre-
sentation tehnique to inlude the groundplane in [117℄. The eetiveness of a
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spline-based representation integrated with a PSO has been assessed in [43℄. The
use of the PSO is preferable over the binary GA when real-valued optimization
problems are to be handled. Moreover, it oers several advantages over the GA
suh as simpliity of implementation and alibration, and a more signiant level
of ontrol to prevent stagnation of the optimization proess [47℄. The synthesis
approah presented in [43℄ has been suessfully exploited by the same authors
to design UWB antennas for ommuniation appliations [44℄[45℄.
As previously mentioned, a good impedane math over an extended band-
width is a neessary requirement for antennas that must be used as elements of
an UWB array, however, maintaining low ross-polarized radiation over the oper-
ating bandwidth is also an important fator deserving of onsideration. Indeed,
it is not unommon for UWB antennas to develop several lobes in the radiation
pattern and possess inreased ross-polarized radiation at their upper range of
operating frequenies. This behavior must be avoided sine it will degrade the
performanes of the entire UWB array.
In this hapter, a methodology for the design of UWB aperiodi arrays pop-
ulated by realisti radiating elements is proposed. The synthesis of the single
array element is arried out by means of an integrated strategy that ombines a
PSO together with a spline-based representation of the antenna geometry. Unlike
[43℄, however, proper attention is paid to the ross-polarization of the antenna
during the synthesis proess in order to produe UWB elements that minimize
all the aforementioned undesirable harateristis. Towards this end, a new term
of the PSO ost funtion is inluded for optimizing the antenna element. The
linear UWB antenna array layout is optimized through use of the Covariane
Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) as in [118℄. Consequently,
the operating frequeny range of the synthesized element is arefully taken into
aount during the optimization of the array layout. The nal result is a linear
array of pratial antenna elements apable of eiently operating with very low
sidelobe levels and no grating lobes over an ultra-wide bandwidth.
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6.1 Design Approah
The rst step in the proposed design approah is the synthesis of a suitable
radiating element. Towards this end, let us onsider the spline-based antenna
geometry disussed in Set. 3.1. The antenna struture is based on two opper
layers printed on opposite sides of a dieletri substrate of thikness st hara-
terized by relative permittivity εr and loss tangent δt and it is fully identied by
the parameters shown in Fig. 6.1. Moreover, the following geometri onstraints
are imposed: fw = 2y1, fl = z1, yN = 0.0, and gw = sw.
The antenna performane requirements are taken into onsideration during
optimization. Before determining a ost funtion, the requirements must be
formulated. The rst one is that the antenna must exhibit aeptable input
impedane over a large bandwidth. Therefore, the onstraint
|s11 (f)| ≤ η1 f1 ≤ f ≤ f2 (6.1)
is imposed on the antenna return loss, where η1 indiates the maximum value
permissible for the magnitude of the s11 parameter, while f1 and f2 are the
respetive lowest and highest frequenies of the band of interest. The seond
requirement is that the antenna must exhibit low ross-polarized radiation over
the presribed operating bandwidth. Sine the elements will be plaed side-by-
side in parallel to form the array, the requirement an be limited to the xy-plane.
Consequently the following onstraint
gˆφ (f) ≤ η2 f1 ≤ f ≤ f2 (6.2)
is imposed, where η2 is the target value of ross-polarized gain and
gˆφ (f) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
gφ
(
θ =
π
2
, φ = −
φ0
2
+m
φ0
M − 1
)
m = 0, ...,M − 1 (6.3)
is the spatially averaged ross-polarized gain (the ross-polarized gain is indiated
with gφ) in the xy-plane alulated over M points in the range −
φ0
2
≤ φ ≤ φ0
2
.
Lastly, the antenna is required to be ompat. Rather than inorporate this
harateristi into the optimization ost funtion, it is implemented by xing
ertain input parameters. Consequently, the respetive width and the length of
the substrate are limited to sw ≤ Wmax and sl ≤ Lmax, where Wmax and Lmax
are the maximum allowable antenna dimensions.
The searh for the optimal antenna geometry is arried out by means of the
partile swarm optimization tehnique [8℄[119℄. For integration into PSO, all the
parameters to be optimized are olleted into a single vetor
α = {sw, sl, gl, (yn, zn) , n = 1, ..., N − 1, zN} (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Array element geometry. (a) Front view and (b) bak view.
. The parameters whih are not optimized are those that are subjet to on-
straints, i.e. {gw, fw, fl, yN}, or that are related to the adopted dieletri sub-
strate, i.e. {st, εr, δt}. When the values of α are hosen, then α fully identies
a partiular antenna onguration, or equivalently, a partiular position of the
PSO partile in the solution spae. At the beginning of the partile swarm op-
timization tehnique (i.e. iteration k = 0), a swarm of R partiles is randomly
positioned in the solution spae, orresponding to R trial antenna ongurations
αr,k; r = 1, ..., R. With suessive iterations, the positions of eah partile are it-
eratively modied aording to the knowledge of the best loation enountered
by itself and by the other partiles. The quality of a loation (i.e. aeptability
of an antenna onguration) is evaluated by means of a suitable ost funtion Ω
that takes into aount the dierent performane requirements. By integrating
(6.1) and (6.2), the ost funtion is dened as
Ω (α) =
∫ f2
f1
[ω1 (f) + ω1 (f)] df (6.5)
where
ω1 (f) =
{ |s11(f)|−η1
η1
if |s11 (f)| > η1
0 if |s11 (f)| ≤ η1
(6.6)
ω2 (f) =
{
gˆφ(f)−η2
η2
if gˆφ (f) > η2
0 if gˆφ (f) ≤ η2
. (6.7)
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Figure 6.2: Array parametrization.
It is easily seen from (6.5)-(6.7) that the ost funtion Ω (α) assumes a value
equal to zero only when the trial antenna onguration α fullls all of the design
requirements. The optimization proedure ends when the maximum number of
K iterations has been reahed or when the value of the ost funtion Ω falls
below a user-dened threshold γ.
After the single element has been synthesized, a suitable UWB array layout
of Q elements is generated by diretly optimizing eah element position (spaing)
in the linear array. For suh a hallenging optimization task where there an be
a very large number of parameters, a very powerful evolutionary strategy must
be employed. The reently developed CMA-ES is applied for this task [120℄[118℄.
The optimization tehnique is based on the movement of a multivariate normal
distribution about the solution spae to searh for the global optimum. The
parameters optimized by the CMA-ES are the Q−1 distanes dq; q = 1, ..., Q−1
between two onseutive elements of the array (Fig. 6.2). These parameters are
olleted in the vetor β = {dq; q = 1, ..., Q− 1} whih identies a trial array
layout. The performane of the trial array is evaluated based solely on the peak
sidelobe level (SLL) at a single value for the minimum element spaing dmin
at the highest intended operating frequeny f2. Consequently the simple ost
funtion Φ is used for the optimization of the array, where
Φ (β) = −SLLdB (dmin) . (6.8)
In order to ontrol the minimum element spaing of the array, the onstraint
dq ≥ cλ1 q = 1, ..., Q− 1 (6.9)
is imposed during the optimization. In (6.9), c ∈ R is a user-dened oeient
and λ1 is the wavelength orresponding to the lowest operating frequeny f1.
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Spline Control Point Coordinates [mm℄
P1 P2 P3 P4
(6.20, 29.22) (13.51, 28.71) (13.39, 53.32) (8.78, 50.06)
P5 P6 P7 P8
(8.03, 59.74) (4.38, 49.11) (5.99, 49.18) (0.00, 65.75)
Table 6.1: Coordinates of the spline ontrol points desribing the path geometry
of the synthesized antenna element.
6.2 Optimized Antenna System
6.2.1 Element Geometry and Array Layout
The design proedure desribed in the previous setion is used to synthesize an
UWB antenna array operating from f1 = 2GHz to f2 = 6GHz, i.e. having a
frational bandwidth of 100%. The radiating element is aordingly optimized
for the same frequeny range. The element is designed on an Arlon dieletri
substrate haraterized by εr = 3.38 and δt = 0.0025 and having a thikness of
st = 0.8mm. Moreover, its dimensions must be smaller than Wmax = Lmax =
80mm. Finally, N = 8 ontrol points are onsidered for the spline representation
of the antenna geometry.
For antenna performane, a return loss greater than (η1 = −10 dB) is desired
over the entire operating bandwidth, as is typial for ommuniations applia-
tions. Conerning the goal in (6.2), the averaged ross-polarized gain is alulated
over M = 5 points in an angular range of φ0 = 120
o
and must be lower than
η2 = −30 dB.
The antenna element optimization is arried out via PSO with a swarm size
of R = 6 partiles, a onvergene threshold equal to γ = 10−5 and a maximum
number of iterations K = 200. The optimized upper-path spline ontrol points
are shown in Tab. 6.1 with the remaining antenna desriptors given by sw =
68.27mm, sl = 30.20mm, and gl = 24.10mm.
The CMA-ES tehnique is then used to obtain the layout of an array ofQ = 50
opies of the optimized element arranged in parallel along the y-axis. The array
is optimized for best performane at minimum element spaing dmin = 4λ2, λ2
being the wavelength orresponding to the highest operating frequeny f2. In
order to redue the oupling among the elements, the spaing oeient c is set
to 1. The loations of the antenna elements obtained after the optimization are
shown in Fig. 6.3. The minimum, average and maximum element spaings are
1.00 λ1, 1.96 λ1 and 3.60 λ1, respetively.
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Figure 6.3: Positions (in meters) in the elements of the optimized array layout.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Prototype of the synthesized array element. (a) Front view and (b)
bak view.
6.2.2 Element Performanes
This setion is aimed at presenting the performane of the optimized single ar-
ray element. In order to experimentally validate the numerial simulations, a
prototype of the antenna has been onstruted by means of a photolitographi
tehnology (Fig. 6.4). The prototype has been equipped with a standard SMA
onnetor and analyzed via a vetor network analyzer. The measurements have
been olleted in a non-ontrolled environment.
Fig. 6.5 gives a omparison between simulated and measured return loss
values for the optimized antenna. The optimized antenna exhibits a ultra-wide
bandwidth with simulated |s11 (f)| ≤ −10 dB overing the entire band from 2.0
to 6.0GHz, orresponding to a frational bandwidth of 100%. As an be seen,
the measured antenna s-parameters are in good agreement with the predition
of the simulation.
Several radiation patterns of the optimized antenna are shown in Fig. 6.6.
Three-dimensional total gain plots are given for operating frequenies of 2, 4,
and 6GHz. It is observed that the antenna presents a lassial monopolar-like
behavior at the lowest frequeny [Fig. 6.6(a)℄, while some distortions appear as
the operating frequeny is inreased [Figs. 6.6(b) and 6.6()℄.
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Figure 6.5: Simulated and measured s11 magnitude values exhibited by the syn-
thesized array element.
In addition to total gain, the ross-polarized radiation of the antenna is also
evaluated as it pertains to the goal assigned in (6.2). Fig. 6.7 shows the o-
polarized and ross-polarized gain in the plane of θ = pi
2
for the three previously
mentioned operating frequenies. Co-polarized gain remains nearly at in the
range −pi
2
≤ φ ≤ pi
2
with a variation less than 5 dB. As desired, ross-polarized
gain falls below −30 dB at 4 and 6GHz [Fig. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)℄, however, an
inrease is observed at the upper limit of the operating frequeny band [6GHz
- Fig. 6.7()℄.
6.2.3 Array Performanes
The layout of an array of Q = 50 elements was determined for the synthesized
element by means of the diret CMA-ES optimization tehnique. The result is
an array exhibiting a maximum peak sidelobe level of −12.9 dB at an element
spaing of up to 4λ when the main beam is steered to broadside. The performane
of the array has also been evaluated over an extended bandwidth (up to 10λ)
with the results shown in Fig. 6.8. Even though the array was optimized for use
up to a minimum element spaing of 4λ (for a 4 : 1 frequeny bandwidth when
the array is used with a minimum element spaing of λ at the lowest operating
frequeny), the array is haraterized by a usable peak sidelobe level lower than
−6 dB at up to 10λ (for a 10 : 1 frequeny bandwidth under the same ondition).
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 6.6: Three-dimensional representation of the total gain pattern at (a) 2,
(b) 4 and () 6GHz.
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Figure 6.7: Behavior of the o-polarized and ross-polarized gain omponents in
the plane of θ = pi
2
at (a) 2, (b) 4 and () 6GHz.
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Figure 6.8: Peak sidelobe level performanes over an extended bandwidth of
the optimized array and of a periodi array populated by the same number of
elements.
Fig. 6.8 also shows the performane of a periodi array populated by the same
number of elements, whih exhibits grating lobes at a minimum element spaing
beyond 1λ.
Sine the array is simulated in its entirety, the eets of mutual oupling
between the elements an be observed. Fig. 6.9 gives the V SWR values of
all the array elements omputed at 2, 4, and 6GHz. The synthesized antenna
element is shown to exhibit a good impedane math even when integrated into
the array layout. For the three simulated frequenies, element V SWR remains
lower than or equal to 2, orresponding to a s11 magnitude lower than −10 dB.
The irregularity of the array layout together with the minimum element spaing
onstraint serves to mitigate mutual oupling between the elements, even at the
lower operating frequenies where oupling is typially highest.
Lastly, the radiation pattern of the entire UWB array has been simulated
and ompared to the array fator omputed for the array layout shown in Fig.
6.3. The two results are shown plotted alongside eah other in Fig. 6.10, where
exellent agreement is observed between the isotropi preditions and the pat-
terns obtained via full-wave simulations. The eets of the element patterns an
be observed near ±90o and with the tapering of the sidelobes as the operating
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 6.9: V SWR values for all the elements of the array at (a) 2, (b) 4 and
() 6GHz.
frequeny is inreased. The pattern agreement again onrms that the sparse
element loations of the optimized array layout provides low mutual oupling
among the elements. The array maintains a high gain 15.8 dB at both 2 and
4GHz, while it slightly dereases at 6GHz to 14.9 dB due to the hanges in the
element pattern shown in Fig. 6.7().
6.3 Conlusion
In this hapter, an approah for integrating UWB elements with aperiodi array
topologies has been presented. The approah is based on a two-step proess.
The rst is the design via optimization of a UWB antenna element suitable for
integration into an aperiodi array. The element is not only designed for an
aeptable impedane math over a presribed ultra-wide bandwidth, but also
low ross-polarized radiation in order to maintain polarization purity over the
full operating bandwidth. Antenna element design is arried out by means of a
synthesis approah that integrates a spline-based representation of the antenna
shape together with a partile swarm optimization proedure whih aounts
for all of the performane requirements. The seond step is the optimization
of a nonuniform array layout suitable for the synthesized element, whih is a-
omplished by employing CMA-ES to determine the optimal spaing between
eah element in the array. The eetiveness of the proposed approah has been
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 6.10: Comparison between the normalized power pattern and the array
fator of the array at (a) 2, (b) 4 and () 6GHz.
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demonstrated through synthesis of an UWB array designed to operate over a
frequeny range of 2 to 6GHz. The performanes of both the single element
and the full array have been assessed by means of rigorous full-wave simulations
and measurements. The array is shown to eiently operate over the intended
bandwidth while exhibiting a radiation pattern that maintains a low sidelobe
level and no grating lobes.
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Chapter 7
Synthesis of an Array of UWB
Antennas for Imaging Appliations
In the last years, great eort has been made in the study and development of
dierent inverse sattering tehniques. Thanks to the eletromagnetis waves' a-
pability of penetrating materials, most of them are able to retrieve information
about the objets' harateristis on the base of measurements of the sattered
eld aused by a known inident eld [121℄. Suh tehniques have been suess-
fully applied in a number of dierent elds inluding mine detetion [122℄[123℄,
nondestrutive testing or evaluation [124℄[125℄[126℄, and medial imaging [127℄.
In partiular, the use of mirowave imaging for the detetion of tumors represents
a promising solution sine it gives a number of possible advantages suh as low-
ost system implementation, patient omfort [128℄, and the use of non-ionizing
low power radiation [129℄[130℄. Moreover, suessful initial linial investigations
[131℄ suggest that suh a tehnique has the potential to make the transition from
the laboratory to the real medial environment.
Theoretial analysis and numerial simulation results have been widely pro-
vided, but the pratial fabriation of a mirowave imaging system requires to
fae several issues [128℄. In this framework, the optimal design of the antenna
array used to ollet the data is one of the more hallenging task [133℄[134℄. In
[135℄ a planar array onstituted by several opies of the wideband path antenna
presented in [136℄ has been proposed for breast imaging appliation. Starting
from suh a design, a onformal version of the array has been proposed by the
same authors in [137℄. More in detail, 16 staked-path antennas were fabri-
ated on separated substrates and loated on a setion of a hemisphere. In order
to shield the antenna from the surrounding environment, a avity lined with a
broadband absorbing material was added at the bak of eah antenna, while a
metalli sreen was inluded on the front fae of the antenna to redue mutual
oupling eets. An array of 32 tapered path antenna working at the single
frequeny of 2.7 GHz has been presented in [134℄. Suh an array is onstituted
by 4 subarray of 8 antennas printed on the same substrate and joined together to
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form a ubi hamber. The same authors redesigned the array into a bra-shaped
semi-onformal hamber that an be diretly attahed to the patient's breast
[138℄. The elements of both the arrays exhibit a good impedane mathing at
the working frequeny but no information about the transmission oeients
among the dierent antennas have been reported. Finally, Yu et al. presented in
[133℄ an array of 36 half oval path antennas printed on the sides of a dieletri
ube. The array element operates in a wider frequeny band from 2.7 to 5 GHz,
allowing the possibility of deteting tumors over a large range of sizes [133℄.
In this hapter, an array of 24 UWB printed retangular monopole antennas
for imaging appliations is presented. The array elements are printed on a ubi
dieletri hamber. However, dierently from [133℄ and [134℄, the monopole
antennas are printed not only on the 4 vertial sides of the hamber but also on
the bottom side, inreasing the olleted information. The hamber an ontain
a breast with or without a mathing liquid and onsequently an be used for
tumor detetion appliations. On the other hand, also small objets (for an
example see [139℄) an be inserted into the hamber to perform nondestrutive
testing or evaluation. Both the array layout and the single antenna geometry
are very simple, making the realization of a prototype easy. Moreover, the use of
simple geometrial shapes allows the numerial simulation of the imaging system
without the need of large omputational resoures. As a matter of fat, the
disretization of the geometry in a large number of omputational ells is usually
required to orretly approximate the ontours of ompliated shapes.
The synthesis of the array is arried out by means of a two-steps proedure.
First, a printed retangular UWB monopole antenna is designed taking into
onsideration that it must not be used as a single radiator but as the element of
an array for imaging appliations. For this purpose, appropriate onstraints have
been imposed on both the physial and the eletri properties of the antenna.
Suessively, multiple opies of the synthesised element are properly arranged to
form an array that fulll the requirements needed by this kind of appliation.
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7.1 Single Radiating Element
7.1.1 Element Design
Conerning the geometry of the single radiating element, in general, it should be
seleted to be as simple as possible. As a matter of fat, the use of simple antenna
geometries provide several advantages. First of all, simple shapes an be orretly
approximated with a minor number of omputational ells by eletromagneti
simulators. This means the redution of time and memory requirements whih
results to be partiularly important when dealing with the simulation of large
antenna arrays. Seondly, the realization of the antenna prototype turns out
to be easier, resulting in less fabriation imperfetions and onsequently in a
better math between numerial and experimental data. Finally, simple antenna
geometries an be usually desribed by a minor number of parameters. From the
synthesis point of view, a small number of antenna desriptors orresponds to a
smaller solution spae, whih an be more rapidly explored by an optimization
proedure.
On the basis of suh an idea, the printed retangular monopole antenna shown
in Fig. 7.1 has been onsidered as the array element. As a support for the
antenna, a dieletri substrate of thikness st = 1.27mm haraterized by a
permittivity εsr = 10.2 and a ondutivity σs = 0.0026 has been adopted. On the
front side of the substrate, a metalli retangle of dimensions pw×pl onstituting
the radiating part of the antenna is plaed above the feedline whose width and
length are denoted by fw and fl, respetively. On the bak side, a partial metalli
plane of size gw × gl ats as a groundplane.
Sine the antenna is supposed to be small, the oaxial onnetor has to be
onsidered in the simulations. Assuming that the onnetor adopted is a standard
SMA juntion, it is modeled by means of a retangular uboid of dimensions
rw = 16.0mm, rl = 5.7mm and rt = 1.7mm, and some onentri ylinders
whose maximum length is rd = 9.5mm. The radius of the inner ondutor
of the onnetor is rin = 0.635mm, while the thikness of the metalli shell
is rsh = 0.795mm. The dieletri insulator is modeled as a hollow ylinder of
thikness rte = 1.42mm and made of Teon (εr = 2.08). The onnetor is plaed
so that the feed point is loated at the oordinates (xp = 0, yp = 0). In order
to guarantee that the whole onnetor was plaed on the metalli plane, the
distane between the lower borders of the groundplane and the feedline on the
opposite side is set to gs = 3.0mm while the groundplane length is required to
be gl ≥ rl = 5.7mm.
Finally, in order to redue the oupling between the feedline and the ground-
plane, a slit of dimensions sl = 6.18mm and sw = 4.0mm is ut on the ground-
plane just under the feedline. This solution allows also the redution of the
urrents on the onnetion able that ow to the opposite diretion with respet
to the feed point.
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Figure 7.1: Geometry of the printed retangular monopole antenna. (a) Front
view, (b) bak view and () side view.
Sine the antenna is intended for imaging appliations, it is required to ful-
ll the following projet onstraints. First of all, the antenna must be able to
operate from f1 = 2.5 to f2 = 5.5GHz. The use of a higher enter frequeny
suh as fc = 4GHz allows for obtaining higher resolution images of smaller ob-
jets [132℄, while the wide bandwidth is preferable to inrease the possibility of
deteting objets over a large range of sizes [133℄. Antennas for ommuniation
appliations are usually required to exhibit |s1,1 (f)| ≤ s
T
1,1 = −10 dB over the
interested range of frequenies to guarantee the radiation of the most part of the
energy. However, when dealing with imaging appliations, the distanes between
transmitting and reeiving antennas or between the antennas and the objets
are so small that a loss in the radiated energy an be aepted. Aordingly, the
onstraint |s1,1 (f)| ≤ s
T
1,1 = −5 dB; f1 ≤ f ≤ f2 is onsidered. In addition, the
antenna must be small enough so that multiple opies of it an be printed on the
dierent sides of the dieletri hamber. In order to allow the displaement of
a maximum number of 5 antennas on the same side of the hamber, the single
element is required to oupy an area smaller than 30× 30mm2.
The searh of an antenna fullling all the projets requirements is arried out
by means of a Partile Swarm Optimization (PSO) proedure. PSO is a multiple-
agents optimization algorithm whih imitates the soial behavior of groups of an-
imals suh as the swarms of bees. Dierently from other optimization methods as
the Geneti Algorithm (GA), PSO is based on the ooperation among the agents
rather than their ompetition [48℄. During the optimization, eah trial solution
is identied by a vetor a = {pw, pl, fw, fl, gw, gl} dened as the olletion of the
antenna geometri desriptors. In order to take into aount the eets given by
the presene of the dieletri hamber, the optimization proess is arried out
by onsidering the trial antenna at hand as loated at the enter of one of the
vertial sides of the same dieletri hamber that will be used for the array.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Prototype of the synthesized antenna element. (a) Front view and
(b) bak view.
Aording to the PSO researh strategy, R = 6 partiles (or agents) are
initially plaed into the multidimensional solution spae identied by a in a
random manner. The partiles, then, iteratively hange their positions on the
base of the knowledge of the best loations enountered by themselves and by the
others. The optimization proedure iterates until a maximum number ofK = 100
iterations is reahed or until an antenna fullling all the projet requirements
is found. At the end of the optimization proess, the values of the antenna
desriptors turn out to be [in mm℄: pw = 9.68, pl = 11.11, fw = 2.22, fl = 11.89,
gw = 30, and gl = 12.18. As it an be notied, the optimized element ts the
size onstraint oupying an area of 30× 26mm2 .
7.1.2 Element Performanes
The performanes of the synthesized element have been rst evaluated in isolation
without the presene of the dieletri hamber. Towards this end, the antenna
has been simulated as printed on a dieletri substrate of dimensions 40×40mm2.
For the experimental validation, a prototype of the synthesized antenna (Fig. 7.2)
has been built and equipped with the SMA onnetor modeled in the simulations.
The measurements have been performed using a vetor network analyzer whih
was onneted to the antenna with a oaxial able.
Figure 7.3 shows the omparison between simulated and measured s1,1 mag-
nitude values exhibited by the synthesized antenna. As it an be observed, the
simulated operating bandwidth (with |s1,1| ≤ −5 dB) of the antenna is from 2.45
to more than 6GHz. The experimental data well agree with the numerial ones,
with values lower than sT1,1 = −5 dB from 2.23 to 6GHz, orresponding to a
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Figure 7.3: Simulated and measured s1,1 magnitude values exhibited by the
synthesized antenna element.
frational bandwidth of 91.6%.
The use of a slit on the groundplane of the antenna has been fundamental
in order to obtain the good math between simulated and measured return loss
values. As a matter of fat, this solution redues the oupling between the
mirostrip line and the groundplane and dereases the eletri urrents on the
onnetion able whih ow in the opposite diretion with respet to the feed
point. This eet an be learly seen in the surfae urrent distributions whih
are plotted at 2.5, 4.0, and 5.5GHz in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5. More in detail, the
urrents owing on the front and bak sides of the metalli part onstituted by
the feedline and the path are shown in Fig. 7.4, while those relative to the two
sides of the groundplane on the bak of the substrate are shown in Fig. 7.5.
In general, on the front side of the substrate the urrents ow on the feedline
towards the edges of the path, while they onentrate around the slit and the top
edge of the groundplane on the bak of the substrate. In this sense, the slit avoid
the owing of the urrents just behind the feedline, thus reduing the oupling
eets. For the sake of omparison, Figures 7.6 and 7.7 reports the urrent
distribution plots at the same frequenies on a modied version of the antenna,
in whih the slit has been removed. As it an be observed, the general behavior
is the same. However, the absene of the slit allows the owing of the urrents
behind the feedline on the groundplane [Figs. 7.7(a), 7.7(), and 7.7(e)℄. The
stronger values are visible on the bak side of the feedline and on the front side of
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the groundplane at the lowest frequeny [Figs. 7.6(b) and 7.7(a)℄, meaning that
there is a strong oupling between the two surfaes. This is onrmed by the
omparison of the simulated and measured s1,1 magnitude values of the modied
antenna reported in Fig. 7.8. Even though a good math between the data is still
visible, the largest dierene is obtained in orrespondene with the minimum
lose to 2.5GHz, i.e. the frequeny where the surfae urrents show stronger
values.
Sine the slit avoids the owing of the urrent behind the feedline, larger slits
should be preferable sine they will redue more the oupling eet. However,
as it an be seen by omparing Figs. 7.3 and 7.8, the presene of the slit also
hanges the behavior of the antenna return loss. Consequently, the slit width
should be hosen in order to be the largest one whih does not ompromise the
antenna impedane mathing. In order to larify this point, Figure 7.9 shows
the behavior of the simulated |s1,1| of the antenna for dierent values of the slit
width sw. The obtained results show that when sw > 4.0mm the antenna shows
a return loss very lose to the threshold value sT1,1 = −5 dB in some parts of the
frequeny spetrum. Consequently, a slit whose width is equal to sw = 4.0mm
has been adopted.
Finally, the radiation behavior of the single array element has been analysed.
Sine the antenna is intended for imaging appliation, the interest is in the near
eld radiation properties. Towards this end, Figure 7.10 shows the eletri eld
radiated by the antenna at 2.5, 4.0, and 5.5GHz. More in detail, Fig. 7.10(a),
7.10() and 7.10(e) show the eletri eld on the vertial plane passing by the
enter of the retangular path as seen from the right side of the antenna, while
Fig. 7.10(b), 7.10(d) and 7.10(f ) report the eletri eld on the horizontal plane
passing by the enter of the path as seen from above the antenna. It an be
notied that in the vertial plane the antenna mostly radiates in the z-diretion
while less energy is radiated towards the top and the bottom of the antenna.
In the horizontal plane, the largest part of the energy is still radiated in the z-
diretion only at 2.5GHz [Fig. 7.10(b)℄, while a more uniform behavior is visible
at the two higher frequenies [Fig. 7.10(d) and 7.10(f )℄. Consequently, it an be
expeted that when the antenna will be used as element of the array, the eets
produed by the mutual oupling on the array performanes should be limited.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f )
Figure 7.4: Surfae urrents owing on the feedline and the path of the syn-
thesized antenna element. (a)()(e) Front and (b)(d)(f ) bak side at (a)(b) 2.5,
()(d) 4.0, and (e)(f ) 5.5GHz.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f )
Figure 7.5: Surfae urrents owing on the groundplane of the synthesized an-
tenna element. (a)()(e) Front and (b)(d)(f ) bak side at (a)(b) 2.5, ()(d) 4.0,
and (e)(f ) 5.5GHz.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f )
Figure 7.6: Surfae urrents owing on the feedline and the path of the modied
antenna element (without the slit). (a)()(e) Front and (b)(d)(f ) bak side at
(a)(b) 2.5, ()(d) 4.0, and (e)(f ) 5.5GHz.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f )
Figure 7.7: Surfae urrents owing on the groundplane of the modied antenna
element (without the slit). (a)()(e) Front and (b)(d)(f ) bak side at (a)(b) 2.5,
()(d) 4.0, and (e)(f ) 5.5GHz.
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Figure 7.8: Simulated and measured s1,1 magnitude values exhibited by the
modied antenna element (without the slit).
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Figure 7.9: Simulated s1,1 magnitude values exhibited by the antenna for dierent
values of the slit width sw.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f )
Figure 7.10: Eletri near eld radiated by the synthesized antenna. (a)()(e)
Vertial and (b)(d)(f ) horizontal plane passing by the enter of the retangular
path at (a)(b) 2.5, ()(d) 4.0, and (e)(f ) 5.5GHz.
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7.2 Array Design and Performanes
The synthesised retangular monopole antenna has been then employed as the
element of an array for imaging appliations. For this purpose, multiple opies of
it have been arranged following the sheme reported in Fig. 7.11. The antennas
are printed on the four vertial sides and on the bottom of a ubi dieletri
hamber open at the top. The dieletri hamber has dimensions of cl = cw =
ct = 100mm. N1 = 5 antennas are printed on eah vertial side of the hamber,
while only N2 = 4 antennas are printed on the bottom. Consequently, the total
number of the array elements turns out to be N = 4N1 +N2 = 24.
The performanes of the array omposed by 24 opies of the optimized el-
ement have been numerially and experimentally evaluated. Towards this end,
the prototype shown in Fig. 7.12 has been built. This onguration is aimed
at reduing the mutual oupling eets among the antennas. As for the sin-
gle element, eah antenna of the array has been equipped with a oaxial SMA
onnetor plaed on the outer fae of the hamber.
Figure 7.13 shows the omparison between simulated and measured return loss
values for 6 array elements plaed on dierent positions on the hamber. As
representative results, two elements plaed on the rst vertial wall (antenna
#1 - Fig. [7.13(a)℄ and antenna #3 - Fig. [7.13(b)℄), two on the third vertial
wall (antenna #11 - Fig. [7.13()℄ and antenna #14 - Fig. [7.13(d)℄), one on
the fourth vertial wall (antenna #18 - Fig. [7.13(e)℄), and one on the bottom
(antenna #22 - Fig. [7.13(f )℄) have been seleted. As it an be observed, the
antennas printed on the dieletri hamber still show a good impedane mathing
whatever is their loation. As a matter of fat, the simulated return loss values
are lower or equal to sT1,1 = −5 dB in the frequeny range 2.5 − 5.5GHz, thus
tting the projet requirements. The variations of the return loss values are
faster with respet to single element ase shown in Fig. 7.3. This behavior is
aused by the reetions ourring inside the hamber. Nevertheless, there is
still a good agreement between numerial and experimental data, unless for a
slight frequeny shift at the higher frequenies.
When dealing with an antenna system for imaging appliation, it is important
to analyse not only the impedane mathing of the array elements but also the
quality of the links among them. Towards this end, the simulated and measured
transmission oeients relative to a subset of all the possible antenna pairs are
ompared in Fig. 7.14. Usually, imaging algorithms use this kind of information
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Figure 7.11: Layout of the 24-element array.
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Figure 7.12: Prototype of the 24-element array.
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Figure 7.13: Simulated and measured return loss values exhibited by the array
elements. (a) |s1,1|, (b) |s3,3|, () |s11,11|, (d) |s14,14|, (e) |s18,18|, and (f ) |s22,22|.
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Figure 7.14: Simulated and measured transmission oeient values exhibited
by the array elements. (a) |s2,1|, (b) |s11,1|, () |s16,1|, (d) |s3,2|, (e) |s18,2|, and
(f ) |s6,3|.
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Figure 7.15: Eletri near eld radiated by the array antenna #4 on the hori-
zontal plane passing by the enter of the retangular path at (a) 2.5, (b) 4.0,
and () 5.5GHz.
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Figure 7.16: Eletri near eld radiated by the array antenna #4 on the vertial
plane passing by the enter of the retangular path at (a) 2.5, (b) 4.0, and ()
5.5GHz.
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Figure 7.17: Eletri near eld radiated by the array antenna #4 on the vertial
plane passing by the enter of the antenna #21 retangular path at (a) 2.5, (b)
4.0, and () 5.5GHz.
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to perform the reonstrution of the objet under analysis. However, if the
attenuation among the antennas is too strong, it will beome very diult to
separate the information about the target from the noise. The representative
results here reported refer to ongurations in whih the two onsidered antennas
are loated on the same side of the hamber [Figs. 7.14(a) and 7.14(d)℄ or
on dierent faes [Figs. 7.14(b), 7.14(), 7.14(e) and 7.14(f )℄. Whatever pair
is onsidered, it an be notied that the measured values of the transmission
oeients are around −20 dB in the most part of the operating band, indiating
a good quality of the link between the antennas. It is worth noting also that
there is a good agreement between numerial and experimental data.
Finally, the mutual oupling ourring among the antennas of the array is
evaluated. The worst ase in terms of mutual oupling eets ours when the
antennas loated near the bottom vertexes of the hamber transmit sine they
are lose to antennas on the same side, the ontiguous side, and also on the
bottom side of the hamber. Consequently, the behavior of the near eletri
eld radiated by the antenna #4 is here reported. Figure 7.15 show the eld
radiated by the antenna on the horizontal plane passing by the enter of the
square path (the view is from the top of the hamber) at 2.5, 4.0, and 5.5GHz.
As it an be notied, the amplitude of the eld around the losest antennas in
the same plane (i.e., antennas #5 and #20) is very low. Moreover, the eld is
stronger around antenna #4 at the lower frequeny [Fig. 7.15(a)℄ with respet
to the other two analysed frequenies [Figs. 7.15(b) and 7.15()℄. The behavior
of the eletri eld on the vertial plane passing by the enter of the path is
reported in Fig 7.16. It an be observed that also in this ase the amplitude
of the eld sensed by the antenna #2 is very low at the rst two frequenies
[Figs. 7.16(a) and 7.16(b)℄ and slightly inreases just at 5.5GHz [Fig. 7.16()℄.
Finally, Figure 7.17 shows the behavior of the eld radiated by antenna #4 in the
vertial plane passing by the enter of the path of the losest antenna loated
on the bottom of the hamber (antenna #21). As for the two previous ases, the
eld amplitude sensed by antenna #21 is very low whatever the frequeny. Suh
results demonstrate that the proposed array layout (Fig. 7.11) allows redued
mutual oupling eets among the antennas.
7.3 Conlusion
In this hapter, an antenna array for imaging appliations has been presented.
The array is onstituted by 24 retangular UWB monopole antennas printed on
the sides and on the bottom of a ubi dieletri hamber. The synthesis of
the single element has been arried out by means of a PSO-based optimization
proedure aimed at identifying an antenna design fullling the projet require-
ments in terms of both impedane mathing and oupany. The performanes
of both the single antenna and the 24-element array have been assessed with
numerial simulations and experimentally validated by measurements performed
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on the orresponding prototype.
From the numerial and experimental results, it is derived that the designed
antenna array is suitable for imaging appliations. As a matter of fat, the return
loss of eah array element indiates that the antenna array is able to operate in
a wide frequeny bandwidth from 2.5 to 5.5GHz, while the high values of the
forward transmission oeients indiate a good quality of the links among the
dierent elements. Moreover, thanks to the radiation harateristis of the single
radiators, the eets of the mutual oupling among the elements on the array
performanes are limited.
Two dierent issues will be the objetives of the future researh work. The
rst one will be the use of measurements performed with the designed array
within reonstrution algorithms for NDT/NDE appliations. On the other
hand, the optimization proedure presented in this paper will be exploited to
design an antenna array for breast imaging appliations working on a dierent
frequeny band and taking into aount the presene of a mathing liquid.
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Chapter 8
Conlusions and Future
Developments
In this thesis, innovative tehniques for the synthesis of radiating systems able to
t the tight requirements needed by modern wireless ommuniation appliations
have been presented. In order to design small UWB and multi-band antennas,
suh tehniques protably exploit the harateristis of spline urves and fratal
geometries.
The synthesis of UWB antennas has been arried out by means of an op-
timization strategy in whih the desription of the antenna geometry is based
on the spline representation. Suh an approah is aimed at obtaining antennas
fullling all the UWB speiations inluding a good impedane math over a
large bandwidth and the un-distorted reeption of the transmitted waveform.
The haraterization of the antenna has been arried out both in the frequeny
and the time domain.
Conerning multi-band antennas, a synthesis approah based on the pertur-
bation of fratal geometries has been proposed. The eets of geometrial vari-
ations on the performane of the Koh and the Sierpinski fratal antennas have
been deeply analysed. Suh analysis has been devoted to dene some a-priori
rules for the synthesis proess. More in detail, some analyti relationships for
the behavior of the resonant frequenies have been dened and used to obtain
a suitable initialization for global optimization proedures. The result has been
an automati approah for the synthesis of multi-band fratal antennas requiring
redued time and omputational resoures. A preliminary assessment of a dier-
ent multi-band antenna synthesis approah whih exploits the spline geometries
used in dealing with UWB antennas has been also proposed.
Finally, the integration of UWB antennas into array layout has been inves-
tigated. More speially, rst a design methodology for aperiodi linear arrays
populated with spline-shaped radiating elements has been proposed. Sues-
sively, the realization of an array of UWB antennas for imaging appliations has
been desribed.
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The eetiveness as well as the reliability of all the proposed design tehniques
have been assessed by means of both numerial and experimental results.
As for the novelties of this work, the main ontribution is onerned with the
following issues:
• the exploitation of spline-based geometries in the synthesis of UWB an-
tennas whih allow the desription of the antenna with a limited set of
parameters but also the generation of widely dierent omplex and widely
dierent shapes suitable to meet the tight requirements of UWB systems;
• the exploitation of the eets given by perturbing the fratal geometries in
order to break the xed relationships among resonanes typial of standard
fratal antennas allowing the realization of multi-band antennas suitable
for pratial appliations;
• the exibility demonstrated by the proposed approahes in dealing with
the synthesis of antennas suitable for various appliations haraterized by
dierent projet requirements.
Future works will be devoted to:
• the identiation of eetive solutions for the miniaturization of spline-
shaped antennas in order to obtain more ompat UWB antennas;
• the analysis of the fratal perturbation in terms of other antenna properties
suh as radiation harateristis or operating bandwidth;
• the ustomization of the proposed synthesis approahes in order to obtain
antennas suitable for integration in MIMO systems;
• the identiation of alternative designs to obtain antennas exhibiting more
diretive radiation patterns.
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